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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION. 
The production of canned fruits and vegetabtes in the Repubtic of South 
Africa is an important factor in the country's export trade. South 
Africa exported goods vatued at R2 016m in 1972, of which R69m was 
accounted for by canned fruits and vegetabtes. 
1974 and Stats 1974). 
(Buttetin of Statistics 
The major fruit and vegetabte growing areas are in the Western Cape and 
the canneries are situated in those towns in ctose proximity to both 
the farms and raitheads. 
The wastewaters generated by the numerous canneries vary greatty in 
composition - being dependent upon the particutar fruit or vegetabte 
being processed. The wastes generatty have high EDD or COD concentrutions 
(mainty due to sugars and starches) and tow concentrations of the nutrients, 
nitrogen and phosphorus. 
In many towns the seasonat 'pottution' toad from the canneries can exceed 
by severat times the municipat toad. Usuatty the municipat waste water 
treatment facitities are inadequate to handte the seasonaL peak toads. 
This, in conjunction with the nctrient deficient nature of the cannery 
wastes, resutts in poor treatment efficiencies being recorded at the 
purification works. 
The city of Paart (poputation 70 ODO) is situated on the banks of the 
Berg River in the Western Cape. This river is the most important river 
in the area, used extensiveLy by riparian farmers. Strict controt of aL~ 
efftuent discharges into the river is maintained by the State. 
PaarL has separate sewers for industriat and domestic waste waters. At 
the sewage works the industriat efftuent and domestic sewage undergo 
separate grit removat and setttement prior to mixing and treatment on 
biotogicat fitters. After setttement in humus tanks the totat ftow is 
directed to maturation ponds, the finat efftuent discharging into the 
Berg River. 
The main contributors to the industriat wuste ftow are two fruit 
canneries, H. Jones and Company and Langeber.g Ko-operasie, and a textiLe 
factory, Berg River Textites. The waste ftow from Berg River Textites 
is fairty constant throughout the year, in contrast, the waste ftow 
from the two canneries is highty seasonat. January to the end of Aprit 
of each year constitutes the period of high seasonat activities for the 
canneries ~ith canned peaches, apricots and pears being produced. The 
waste discharged during this period is ?PProximatety three-quarters of 
their annuat discharge. 
The variation in ftow of both industriat and domestic wastes during 1973 
is shown in Fig. 1. 
Fig. 2 shows the variations in strength (measured in terms of Permanganate 
Vatue and Chemicat Oxygen Demand (PV and COD)) of the industriat and 
domestic wastes over the same period. 
Figs. 3 and 4 show the 'pottution toad' -1 -1 (as kg COD. day and kg PV. day 
respectivety) of the industriat and domestic wastes after primary settte-
ment during 1973. Fig. 4 shows that the design capacity of the biotogicat 
fitters was exceeded during the months of February and March, with the 
peak toading in February exceeding the capacity by approximatety 100 per 
cent. 
It is of interest to note that the 'poputation equivatent (based on the 
PV) of the industriat wastes, after primary setttement, for the month of 
February was 1 200 DOD peopte (c.f. Paart's poputation 70 000). 
The canneries' contribution to the totat industriat toad arriving at the 
sewage works during the canning season has been estimated as 89 per cent 
based on PV, and 91 per cent based on COD (Abbott,1973). 
The performance of the biotogicat fitters during 1973 is shown in Figs. 5 
and 6 - in terms of PV and COD respectivety. The poor COD removats 
obtained during the canning season, as opposed to the high PV removats 
obtained over the same period, woutd indicate that the PV is a misteading 
parameter with which to monitor the fitters' performance. 
A record of the performance of the maturation ponds in terms of COD is 
not avaitabte. However it has been estabtished that with an inftuent 
-1 toading of 500 kg PV. day the ponds produce an efftuent with a PV very 
-1 
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During the 1973 season the toading on the ponds was consistentty greater 
-1 -1 
than 500 kg PV.day - with a peak vatue of 1 600 kg PV. day being 
recorded in February. This overtoad of approximatety 220 per cent 
resutted in a substandard efftuent being produced. 
In order to deat with the seasonat toad it was conctuded (Ninham Shand 
and Partners report, September, 1973) that instead of providing 
additionat primary treatment, secondary treatment of the efftuent from 
the existing works woutd be the most feasibte and economicat. Three 




Secondary biotogicat fittration 
Activated studge treatment 
Biotogicat disc treatment. 
This thesis deats with the investigations into (i) the activated studg~, 
rotating biotogicat disc and secondary biotogicat fittration as forms 
of secondary treatment, and (ii) the biotogicat disc system as a form 




TREATMENT OF CANNERY WASTES 
Cannery wastes have been treated by screening, chemicat precipitation, 
tagooning, spray irrigation, biotogicat fittration and activated studge. 
Screening 
Screening is an essentiat part of cannery waste treatment, being designed 
to remove targe sotids prior to further treatment or discharge to the 
municipat sewers. Screening removes on~y a smatt fraction of the waste 
BOD. (Nemorow, 1971). 
Mechanicatty operated screens (mesh size varying from 12 to 30) of eithe~ 
the rotating or vibrating type are used, with surface area averages of 
2 
D,1 m per 700 t. of wastes per hour (Koziorowski et at,1971). 
Typicat 'screening' production figures are reported as 40 to 50 poundq 
-3 per 1 DOD gattons of waste water (i.e. 4 to 5 kg. m of waste) with 
moisture contents of between 70 and 95 per cent (Nemerow, 1971). 
The 'screenings' are disposted of in various ways; spread on the ground, 
used for tand fitt, dried and incinerated or used to supptement animat 
feed. 
Chemicat Precipitation 
Chemicat preceipitation is used to remove cottoidat suspended matter, the 
targest concentrations of which occur in wastes from the processing of 
teguminous vegetabtes, mainty peas (Koziorowski et at,1971). It has been 
apptied effectivety to treat appte, tomato and cherry wastes (Nemerow, 
1971). Ferric satts or atuminate and time have produced 40 to 50 per 
-1 
cent BOD reductions, with dosages of 500 to 1 ODO mg. t of time ptus 
-1 
100 to 800 mg. t of ferric sutphate or atum (Nemerow,1971). 
The quantity of studge produced is 10 - 15 per cent of the votume of waste 
treated, and is reported to dry easity on drying beds (Koziorowski et at, 
1971). Area requirements for the drying beds have been reported as 
2 -3 ) 1 m. m of waste ftow (Etdridge,1942 • 
4 
Stabitisation Ponds (tagoons) 
Onty when adequate tand is avaitabte is stabitisation pond treatment 
practicat and economicat. Both anaerobic and aerobic tagoons have 
extensive apptication in the treatment of screened cannery wastes in 
Austratia (Parker, 1966). Anaerobic tagoons toaded at 600 tb BOD. 
-1 -1 -1 -1 
acre • day (670 kg BOD. hectare • day ) and fottowed by aerobic 
-1 -1 -1 -1 tagoons toaded at 50 tb BOD. acre • day (60 kg BOD. hectare • day ) 
are reported to effect 70 - 80 per cent BOD reductions. 
Eckenfetder (1971) reported the optimum BOD toading for anaerobic tagoons 
-1 -1 -1 -1 
as 390 tb BOD. acre • day (440 kg BOD. hectare . day ) and for 
I -1 -1 aerobic facuttative tagoons as 140 tb BOD. acre .day (160 kg BOD. 
-1 -1 
hectare • day ). 
lagoons aerated by means of surface aerators have been used extensivety 
to treat food cannery wastes in America (Eckenfetder,1971). T~o types 
of aerated tagoons are comrnonty used (Mohanrao,1973) : 
(1) Comptetety aerobic tagoons requiring a power imput of 0,1 hp. 
( 2) 
-1 -3 
1 ODD gat of basin votume (D,02 kW. m ,), and 
Facuttative tagoons 
basin votume (D,002 
-1 
requiring D,01 - 0,02 hp. 1 ODO gat 
-3 
- 0,003 kW. m ). 
of 
The power requirement for comptetety aerobic tagoons is based on mixing 
requirements, whereas that for facuttative tagoons is based on the oxygen 
requirements. 
The tower power input in a facuttative tagoon resutts in mixing vetocities 
being insufficient to keep the sotids in suspension. Sotids settte to the 
bottom where they undergo anaerobic decomposition. The aerators maintain 
an aerobic 'strip' above the anaerobic zone, thus preventing odour 
re tease. 
Depths of both types of tagoons are governed by the choice of aerator. 
The tagoons shoutd be deep enough to prevent scour of the bottom. Width 
and tengths of the tagoons are governed by the aerator spacings required 
for the particutar apptication. 
Eckenfetder(1971), Lisanti and Batakrishnam (1974) and Mohanrao (1973) 
5 
aii report 90 - 95 per cent BOD reductions on screened cannery wastes. 
Spray Irrigation 
Spray Irrigation is an economicai and unobjectionabte method of treatment. 
The feasibitity of emptoying this method is inftuenced by severai factors 
(Lutey, 1973) : 
(i) stope of terrain, 
(ii) characteristics and extent of soit surface 
cover inctuding vegetation, 
(iii) characteristics of the earth tayers in the upper part of the 
soit profite, 
(iv) depth of the groundwater tabte, 
(v) quantity of the waste efftuent, 
(vi) satinity of the waste [Lutey (1963) states that no apparent 
adverse effect on crops witt be noticed if the totai satinity 
does not exceed 0,15 per cent]. 
(vii) pathogenicity of the waste. 
Lutey states that ftat terrain and permeabte soits are accepted as idsat 
for spray irrigation. High BOD reductions are obtained as the wast~ 
percotates through the vegetation and soit. The waste mwst be apptied ~t 
rates which do not resutt in run-off or ponding on the iand. Good 
reductions are obtained by spraying 12 - 18 mm daity, or 75 - 100 mm 
over an 8 hour period every 7 days. The rate of irrigation may be 
increased up to 10 times when spraying woodLands (Koziorowski et at,1971). 
Typicat spray irrigation apptication rates emptoyed in America are shown 
in Tabte 1. 
A spray run-off system has been devetoped for stoping terrain and 
impermeabte soits (Lutey, 1963). Extensive tests carried out in America 
(Law et at,1970) indicated that 61 per cent of the waste appLied to the 
stopes returned to surface streams as run-off. This run-off was reported 
as having undergone 92 - 99 per cent reduction in BOD, 83 - 90 per cent 




TABLE 1 s I . 1orav rriqation performance (After Eckenfel,der 1958) . 
Average Loading 
Total, Rate Ave rage l,b sus-
Product Pump area of appl,i- pended 
rate, sprayed, appl,i- cation, l,b BOD/ sol,ids/ 
gpm acres cation, in./day acre/day acre/day 
gpm/acre 
Tomatoes {1000 5.63 178 2.96 413 364 
500 6.4 86 0. 70 155 139 
Corn 350 2.28 153.5 3.35 864 500 
Asparagus 
& beans 253 D.9 282 3.5 22.5 356 
Tomatoes, 
corn and 
.Lima beans 430 9.18 43 .8 0. 375 40 .5 14. 7 
Lima beans 430 6. 65 65 0. 375 65 46 
Cherries 216 2 .2 4 96.5 3.61 807 654 
Biol,ogical, Fil,tration 
In al,l, biol,ogical, treatment processes the cannery wastes are found to be 
deficient in the essential, nutrients, nitrogen and phosphorus; to attain 
the correct bal,ance they are usual,1,y mixed with domestic sewage. 
In biol,ogical, fil,tration of cannery wastei, the fil,ters are normal,l,y of 
the high rate variety, being 1,oaded at 0,5 to 2,0 l,b -3 -1 BOD.Yd . day 
-3 -1 (295 to 1 180 gBOD.m day ). BOD removal, rates of 90 - 95 per cent have 
been reported in America (Nemerow, 1971 ). 
The high rate fil,ters at Paarl, sewage works are l,oaded at rates of up to 
-3 -1 -3 -1 -3 -1 
1 ODO g PV.m .day 3 500 g BOD.m .day and 6 ODO g COD.m .day 
Removal, efficiencies of 70 per cent based on PV, 30 per cent based on 
BOD and 25 per cent based on COD have been reported (Abbott, 1973). The 
CDD:N:P ratio in the combined fl,ow to fil,ters during the canning season 
approximates 100:1,4:0,3. Nutrient deficiency is indicated when compared 
with the ratio of 100 COD:S,2 N:0,86 P, accepted by Marais M975). 
Activated Sl,udge 
Investigations into the use of activated sl,udge to treat cannery wastes 
were initiated in the United States around 1950, and since then a few 
pil,ot and ful,l, scal,e pl,ants have been buil,t. (Eckenfel,der et at,1969). 
Two trends are apparent in this method of treatment 
7 
(i) treatment of cannery wastes al.,one, and 
(ii) treatment of a mixture of cannery wastes and domestic sewage. 
Irrespective of whether the cannery wastes were treated al.,one or mixed 
with domestic sewage it was found necessary to add a nitrogen and 
phosphorus source. 
Nemerow (1971) investigating the conventional., activated sl.,udge process 
to treat cannery wastes al.,one obtained 90 to 95 per ent BOD reduction on 
-1 an infl.,uent BOD of 1 500 mg.l., • (Hydra~l.,ic retention times of between 
-1 -1 3 and 5 hours and BOD l.,oadings of 1,7 to 2,5 kg BOD.kg MLSS .day )~ 
However, no data is reported on the settl.,eabil.,ity of the mixed l.,iquor 
in the final, settl.,ing tank. 
Eckenfel.,der and Grich (1969), using pil.,ot pl.,ant data.'1esigned a fu1l 
scal.,e activated s1udge pl.,ant to treat cannery wastes. They empl.,oyed a 
high rate 'Contact Stabil.,ization Process'. This process differs from 
the conventional., activated sl.,udge process in that the sl.,~dge drawn off 
from the final, settl.,ing tank undergoes a period of aeration in a separate 
tank prior to being pumped back to the aeration tank. Tabte 2 indicates 
the performance of the process. 
From Tab1e 2, the fol.,l.,owing points are of interest 
(i) The biodegradabl.,e portion of the waste adsorbs very readily 
onto the sl.,udge. This is indicated by the rel.,ativel.,y high 
percentage BOD reductions achieved in the very short aeration 
retention times. 
(ii) Peach canning wastes are apparently not as readil.,y treatable 
as other cannery wastes: The percentage BOD reductions for the 
pe~ch waste in both the ful.,l., scal.,e pl.,ant and pil.,ot plant are 
considerabl.,y l.,ower than for the other wastes. 
Eckenfel.,der reported on the settl.,eabil.,ity of the mixed l.,iqL.:or. The sl.,udge 
from the peach waste pl.,ant was dark brown in col.,our with a sl.,udge vol.,urne 
-1 
Index (SVI) of ~DO - 700 ml.,.g (A we1l settl.,ing sl.,udge has an SVI of 
approximatel.,y 150 or l.,ess). It woul.,d seem therefore that fror.; a practical 
point of view the peach 11-1aste mixed "Liquor was comp"Letety L.;nsettteabl.e. 
8 
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TABLE 2 PERFORMANCE OF HIGH RATE "CONTACT" 
ACTIVATED SLUDGE PROCESS 
FULL SCALE PLANT 
Det. Time BOD Ldg. Oz Utiliz. Suspended 
(min) Raw 
(lb/day/lb 









Tomato 48 96 412 85.0 2.82 1.08 1.05 2.05 2250 3600 
Peach a Tomato 39 78 740 58.0 3.82 1.44 0.96 2.56 3600 5900 
Tomato 8 Apple 60 120 492 89. 7 2.42 0.87 1.52 3.04 2500 4400 
Apple 285 - 630 81.6 2.56 - 3.38 - 2500 -
PILOT PLANT 
Tomato 21 100 450 84.0 12. 4 I. 29 - - 2500 4500 
Peach 30 140 2240 64.3 36.0 4.00 - - 3000 5090 
Apple 50 240 1040 77.0 14.6 1.86 -- - 2500 3500 
Esvett and Hart (1970) conducted an investigation into the treatment of 
screened fruit cannery wastes. An aerated tagoon and an activated studge 
ptant were operated in parattet. Tabte 3 indicates the resutts obtained .-
TABLE 3 PERFORMANCE OF AERATED LAGOON AND ACTIVATED SLUDGE PROCESS 
(after Esvelt and Hart, 1970) 
Sc:r::eened Waste Efftuent 
Ftow BOD COD BOD COD SS 
3 -1 
m • d ) -1 (mg. t ) 
-1 (mg. t ) 
-1 
(mg. t ) 
-1 
(mg. t ) 
-1 (mg. 1, ) 
AERATED LAGOON 
Pear processing 6 730 2 080 2 8 70 460 1 050 640 
Peach processing 9 180 860 1 510 115 710 520 
ACT! VA TED SLUDGE 
Peach processing 9 1 BO 860 1 510 20 120 66 
Pear processing 8 500 1 600 2 290 9 55 15 
App1,e processing 1 950 1 190 1 500 5 28 11 
From their paper the fo1,1,owing further information is of interest 
(i) The activated studge process effected a 90 per cent COD 
-1 -1 
reduction at 1,oadings of tess than 0,4 kg COD. kg MLVSS .day 
(ii) The aerated tagoon system effected a 60 - 70 per cent BOD 
reduction with a hydrautic residence time of 4 days. 
(iii) The efftuent from the aerated tagoon consistentty contained 
-1 
high concentrations (400 - 700 mg. t ) of suspended sotiQS. 
(iv) The excess activated studge had a votatite content of 90 
per cent and settted very poorty. SVI vatues ranged from 
-1 6 400 - 290 m1,.g as the 1,oading was reduced from 0,2 - 0,04 
-1 -1 kg COD.kg MLVSS.day Fitamentous organisms were 
responsibte fort.he high SVI vatues. 
In the treatment of a mixture of cannery waste and domestic sewage, 
Norgaard, Hicks and Reinsch (1967) performed pitot ptant st~dies 
10 
at San Jose, Catifornia. They investigated both anaerobic digestion and 
activated studge treatment. In the activated studge studies, severat 
modifications to the process were investigated : 
{i) Aerated Lagoon treatment with finat sedimentation but 
without return of studge. 
{ii) Pretiminary aeration of the raw waste prior to treatment 
in a "Contact stabitization" ptant. 
{iii) Primary sedimentation fottowed by treatment as in (ii) 
above. 
(iv) Conventionat activated studge treatment of the raw waste. 
{v) Treatment as in (iv) above with occasionat use of studge 
reaeration in an attempt to controt butking and to improve 
sett teabi ti ty. 
A ptot of BOD Loadings versus BOD removat efficiency isshown in Fig~ 7 
for att the modifications. The ptots indicate that at the Loadings 
investigated, conventionat activated studge treatment gave the highest 
BOD removats (see the curves marked "Activated Studge"). However, 
comparing the activated studge ptots, the peach-pear waste again showed 
significantty poorer resutts than the tomato-pear waste. This 
corroborates the findings of Eckenfetder that peach waste appears to be 
Less amenabte to treatment than other cannery wastes. 
As a resutt of the studies above, Norgaard et at concentratsd their 
efforts on the conventionat activated s1udge treatment of the cannery 
wastes. From their paper the fo11owing further information is of interest 
(i) The effect of toad on the efficiBncy of the process is 
i 11ustrated in Fig. 8. The figure sho 1J11s a plot of 
(ii) 






Betow a Loading of 50 Lb BOD.1001bMLSS .day the efficiency of the 
p1ant was practica1,1,y steady at 95 per cent. Above this l:oadin;-i the 
efficiency re duce d progress ive1,y. 
-1 
SVI vatues ranged from 170 to 670 rn1,.g Fil.,amentous 
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FIG. 7: PERFORMANCE OF THE ACTIVATED SLUDGE MODIFICATIONS 
(iii) 51,udge ages emptoyed throughout the investigations varied 
from 1 to 4 days. 
100 
90 




















FIG. B : EFFICIENCY IN TERMS OF BOD LOADING 
175 200 
DAY-I 
It is cl,ear from the resutts that the studge in general, was of poor 
settteabitity. The sl,udge ages were very short; unfortunatety from 
the data it is not possibl,e to ascertain whether poor settteabitity 
was encountered at the shortest or the 1,ongest sl,udge ages. At the 
short studge ages emptoyed, the studge wasted wil,1, be very active and 
additional, treatment of the studge woutd be required. 
From the 1,iterature survey, the fol,1,owing concl,usions can be made 
(i) The poor BOD and COD removats, as opposed to the high PV 
removal,, obtained over the fitters at the Pa .rl, sewage 
works indicates that the PV can be very misl,eading. 
(ii) Cannery wastes are amendabl,e to treatment by the activated 
sl..udge process. 
(iii) The conventional, activated studge system is preferabte tp the 
'contact' system. 
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(iv) -1 -1 Loading rates must be tower than 0,5 kg BOD.kg MLSS .day 
to attain high BOD removats, i.e. studge ages of more than 3 
days. 
(v) Studge butking is an ever present probtem, probabty due 
to a deficiency of nitrogen and phosphorus in the waste. 
-1 
Generatty SVI vatues greater than 170 mt.g can be expected. 
(vi) Peach wastes have a marked adverse e{fect on the performance 
of the ptant. 
No titerature coutd be found an the use of the activated studge process 
as a form of "secondary" treatment far a mixture of cannery wastes and 
domestic sewage. It is possib1e that once th!:! waste has undergone 
primary bic1 tagicat treatement ~.Ii at the prob Lems encountered in t hi:! 
treatement of +.he raw waste may be tess in evidence. Long s1udge ageB 
rnay atso reduce the prnbtem of butking of the sludge; as the nutrient. 
demand is tess. 
NUTRIENT EALANCf AhD ADDITION 
For optimum microbiat growth certain nutrient etements, notabty nitrogen 
and phosphorus are required - nitrogen, to form cett protein and 
phosphorus, an important constituent of the energy reactions within the 
cett. White domestic sewage contains an excess of nitrogen and phosphorus, 
many industriat wastes particuarty cannery wastes are deficient in these 
nutrients. To attain a nutritianat batance, it is common practice to mix 
industriat wastes and domestic sewage prior ta biotagicat treatment. A 
deficiency of these etements teads to a reduction in the BOD (or COD) 
removat efficiency and gives rise to studges with poor settting and 
fittration characteristics. 
There are two common parameters in terms of which nutrient batance or 
deficiency is e~atuated : 
(i) Nitrogen and Phosphorus content of volatite portion of studge 
A heatthy activated atudge contains approximatety 12 per cent 
nitrogen and 2 per cent phosphorus in its votatite fraction. 
(Hetmers et at, 1952). However, tt-e se vatues can decrease; 
Hetmers et al found that the percentage nitrogen decreases as 
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the amount of avaitabte N per unit of BOD (COD) decreases. 
They suggested that a minimum of 7 per cent nitrogen shoutd 
be present in the votatite fraction of the studge to maintain 
desirabte quatities. Thus a check of the nutrient content of 
the votatite portion of th e studge witt indicate whether 
there is in fact a nutrient deficiency in the system. 
(ii) BOD:N:P ratio 
According to Watson (1971), for optimum microbiat growth, 
the BOD:N:P in the tiquid phase of the inftuent shoutd be 
100:5:1. No mention was made of the effect of studge age 
or whether the ratio referred to synthesis requirements 
onty. 
Hattrich (1965) showed that the BOD:N:P ratio required for 
optimum purification was dependent upon the BOD toading, 
i.e. the studge age. Hattrich further sh owed that the ratio 
of 100:5:1 was the optimum for a studge age of 5 days. The 
nitrogen and phosphorus requirements increased as the studge 
age decreased. 
Sachs and Sheets (1967), using a Warburg Constant-Voturne 
Respirometer indicated that the BOD:N:P ratio varied from 
100:2,9:0,27 to 100:0,95:0,25 as the studge 'aged'. 
According to Marais (1975), assuming a yietd of 0,43 mg 
VSS.mg-1 COD removat, the ratio of COD:N:P for synthesis 
onty approximates to 100:5,2:0,86 (using the N and P 
contents of the studge as 12 and 2 per cent respectivety). 
Assuming COD ~ 1, BBOD, the corresponding BOD :N: P: ratio 
approximates to 100:9,4:1,5. 
Marais further showed that the N and P requirements are 
reduced as the studge age increase, i.e. as the nett studge 
generated decreases. 
The nutrient requirements for a given studge age may be catcut9ted from 
Eqs.B and 9. 
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is evident that both the N and P requirements are reduced by approximatel,y 
65 per cent as the sl,udge age is increased from 1 to 30 days. 
Avail,abil,ity of Nitrogen and Phosphorus 
Nitrogen 
Nitrogen in the inorganic form (NH;) is 100 per cent avaitabte, whereas 
organic nitrogen .is onl,y partial,l,y avail,abl,e for sl,udge growth (\rJatson, 1971) ~ 
The avail,abitity of organic nitrogen varies from 20 per cent with some 
industrial, wastes up to 77 per cent with domestic sewage (Hetmers et at, 
1952). Watson found that supptementary nitrogen shoul,d preferabl,y be in 
the ammonium form, e.g. ammonium sul,phate. 
Urea, an organic nitrogen compound, is widel,y used as a nitro~en source. 
In the l,ight of Watson's findings, a comparison between urea and ammonium 
sul,phate shoul,d be of considerabl,e practical, val,ue especial,l,y as the costs 
are very simil,ar. 
Phosphorus 
Phosphorus in the ortho-phosphate form (P0
4
J is approximatety 100 per cent 
avaitabl,e (Watson 1971). Suppl.,ementary phosphorus shoul,d take this form. 
THEORY OF COMPLETELY MIXED ACTIVATED SLUDGE (CMAS) SYSTEMS 
A typ~cal., l.,ayout of a CMAS system is shown in fig. 10. 
Marais (1973) performed material., batances on the systems and derived 
equations rel.,evant to the activated sl.,udge system. 
(a) SLUDGE COMPOSITION : 
The mixed l.,iquor suspehded sotids (MLSS) in a CMAS reactor 
. consists of a vol,atil.,e fraction, known as the Mixed Liquor 
Vol,atil,e Suspended Sotids (MLVSS) and an Inert Inorganic 
Fraction. 





v Q+q ( Q -w) 
c::;><::) EFFLUENT 
s. s,x S, Xe I S,X 
q+w S, xr 
q w 
s , Xr S' Xr 
Sludge Return Sludge Waste 
Q INFLOW (I I day) 
Si INFWENT SUBTRATE (mg/I) 
V VOLUME OF RE ACTOR ( I ) 
S SOLUBLE SUBSTRATE IN EFFLUENT AND IN REACTOR (mg /I) 
X SOLIDS CONCENTRATION IN REACTOR (mg /I) 
Xe SOLIDS IN SETTLING TANK EFFLUENT (mg /I) 
Xr SOLIDS CONCENTRATION IN RETURN SLUDGE (fng /I) 
q RECYCLE FLOW ( I/ day) 
w WASTE SLUDGE FLOW (I/ day} 




Xv ::: Xav + Xe + Xio 
Xav = active mass, measured as vss 
Xe = endogenous mass, measured as vss 
Xio inert organic mass, measured as vss 
The MLSS (Xt) is usual.l,y expressed as : 
Xt = Xv/B 
B = Vol,atil,e fraction (Xv/Xt) 
The equations for the individuat fractions are 
(i) Active Mass, Xav 
Xav = Y. (Si-S) 
1 +b. Rs 
Rs 
R 
( 1 ) 
( 2) 
( 3) 
where Y = Yiel,d constant (mgVSS/mg COD removed) 
b = -1 Endogenous mass 1,oss rate constant (day ) 
Rs Sl,udge Age (days) defined by : Mass of sL~dge in reactor 
~'iass wasted/day 
(fhe other symbo1s are expl,ained in Fig. 10). 
(ii) Endogenous Mass, Xe 
Xe = 0,2b.Xav.Rs/R (4) 
(iii) Inert Organic Mass, Xio 
Xio Xioi.Rs/R ( 5) 
Where Xia is the infl,uent inert organic concentration. 
(b) SLUDGE MASS 
The waste to be investigated has undergone primary sett1ement, 
biol,ogica1 fil,tration and secondary settlement. The organic 
sol,ids in this waste are assumed to be comp1ete1y so1ubi1ized 
and uti1ised as substrate by the organisms in the activated 
sl,udge. 
Eq.(1) then reduces to : 
Xv MLVSS Xav + Xe 
Substituting Eqs. (3) and (4), this reduces to 
Xv == Y.(Si - S).Rs, 1 O 2b R) 1 +b. Rs R ' + ' • s 
( 6) 
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Assuming that the vol.,atil.,e fraction (i.e. Xv/Xt) B, the MLSS 
is :-
Xt = Y.(Si - S).Rs( 1 O 2bR) B 1+b.Rs R + ' s 
(c) NUTRIENT REQUIREMENTS 
The required nitrogen and phosphorus concentrations in the 
infl.,uent are cl.,earl.,y rel.,ated to the N and P contents of the 
sl.,udge wasted to maintain a certain sl.,udge age. 
i.e. = fn. Xv. V Rs 
and Q.L\P = fp.Xv.V 
Rs 
where fn, fp are the fractions of N and P with respect to 
( 7) 
the vol.,atil.,e portion of the wasted sl.,udge, and 6N, 6p, are the 
changes in N and P concentrations (mg.1., - 1 ). Substituting Eq.6 
for Xv, and simpl.,i fying : 
LlN fn.Y.(Si - S) . ( 1 + 0.2 bRs) 
1 + bRs 
L\p = fp. Y. (Si - s) • ( 1 + 0 1 2 bRs) 
1 + bRs 
(d) OXYGEN DEMAND 
Oxygen is required by the organisms to synthesise new cel.,l., 
material., and to endogenousl.,y respire. The total, oxygen 
demand is the sum of the "carbonaceous" oxygen demand : 
where 
-1 -1 





- 1 ,42 Xv 
Rs 
and the "nitrification" oxygen demand 
-1 -1 4,6 i~Ni-Ne) 02 mg.l., .day -L.. R 
Ni NH -N in infl.,uent 
. -1. 
= \mg. 1., J 3 
I -1) Ne NH 3-N in 
effl.,uent \mg. 1., 




( 11 ) 
i. B • 
-1 -1 o
2 
Total,, mg.1., • day Si-S _ 1142 Xv 4 , 6 [(Ni-Ne) _ o, 12 Xvl R R"; + R Rs·· 
where nitrification is absent, the total, oxygen demand is 
represented by Eq. (10). 
( 1 2) 
(e) EFFLUENT QUAU TY 
The Chemicat Oxygen Demand (COD) in the efftuent fro~ an 
activated studge works consists of three fractions : 
(i) Sotubte Unbiodegradabte, Sub • 
. A fraction of the inftuent COD is unbiodegradabte, the 
magnitude of the fraction depending on the constituents 
contributing towards the COD. A Textite waste is approx-
imatety 50 per cent unbiodegradabte (Marais et at, 1974) 
white domestic sewage is 10 per cent (Marais, 1973). 
i.e. Sub = f. Si 
(ii) Sotubte ummetabotized, S. 
This fraction is dependent on the studge age (Marais, 1973). 
i.e. _1 ·= Y .K.S.-b 
Rs 
where K = substrate conversion -1 -1 rate (mg. i . day ) 
(iii) Efftuent suspended sotids COD. 
1 mg VSS is equivatent to 1,42 mg COD (Marais, 1973). The 
COD contributed by the suspended sotids in the efftuent is 
COD = 1 ,42 Xef 
where Xef = VSS in the efftuent. 
After fittration or centrifuging, the efftuent COD is repre-
sented by Eqs. (13) and (14) 
i.e. Eff.COD = S + Sub. 
( f) CONSTANTS 
The constants, Y, band K used in the above equations are 
(i) Yietd Constant, Y, and Endogenous Mass Loss Rate 
Constant, b. 









is the massof biotogica1 s1udge synthesized. The net~ 
yietd of studge per day is inftuenced by the synthesis of new 
active mass, endogenous mass toss, endogenous residue and inert 
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materiats in the inftuent. This nett yietd is not a constant, 
but is dependent on the studge age. 
The endogenous mass toss rate constant,b, indicates the fraction 
of the organisms' mass in the reactor that disappears everyday 
by endogenous respiration. Twenty per cent of the tive 
organism mass that disappears per se remains as inert endogenous 
residue. Marais (1974) reports vatues of Y and b as D,43 mg VSS. 
-1 -1 
mg COD removed and D,24 day respectivety for a settted domestic 
sewage. 
(ii) Substrate Conversion Rate, K. 
( -1 -1 Marais 1975) reports a K vatue of 0,070 mg.t .day for a 
settted domestic sewage. 
The vatue of K decreases as the industriaL waste content of 
the totat waste ftow increases (Marais,1973). 
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CHAPTER 3. 
THE ACTIVATED SLUDGE SYSTEM AS A FORM OF SECONDARY BIOLOGICAL 
TREATMENT - EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION 
OBJECTIVES 
The specific objectives of the experimentat investigation were 
(i) To determine the suitabitity of the activated studge 
system as a form of secondary biotogicat treatment. 
(ii) To evatuate the kinetic constants for the activated 
studge system. 
EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT 
Four units were operated as comptetety mixed activated studge units. 
As it was anticipated that probtems with studge butking may arise due 
to fitamentous growths, a modified CMAS unit was atso put into oper-
ation : an anaerobic reactor was positioned ahead of the aeration tank 
and received the feed and recycted under ftow from the sett1ing tank. 
Fitamentous organisms are ob1igate aerobes (McKinney, 1962); it was 
conjectured that during the residence in the anaerobic reactor the 
feed shoutd be preferentia11y absorbed into the facutative organisms, 
thus restricting the growth of the fi1amentous organisms. 
(a) Conventiona1 CMAS units 
The units are shown in Figs. 11 and 12. Each unit consists 
of : 
(i) an aeration tank, constructed out of perspex, 
having a vo1ume of 2 840 m1. 
(ii) a sett1ing tank for so1id-1iquor separation of fue 
mixed 1iquor from the aeration tank. It was 
constructed from an inverted g1ass cone of 1 ODO m1 
capacity. The sides of the cone were swept c1ean 
of adherring studge by wipers rotating at 1/3 rpm. 
The feed rate was contro1ted by intermittent pumping 
using a Gorman-Rupp diaphragm pump, the pump cy~1e 
being contro11ed by an etectronic timer. Recycte of 
the studge from the settting tank was also controtted 
by the same pump cycte as the feed pumps, the reoycte 
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ratio being approximatety one. 
Compressed air was distributed eventy throughout 
the mixed tiquor by a perspex sparger, the position 
of which was varied untit optimum mixing in the 
aeration tank was obtained. 
The daity feed to each unit was pumped from plastic 
buckets in an open refrigerator, controlled at 40°C 
(see Fig. 13). 
(b) CMAS with anaerobic pretreatment 
The set up is shown in Figs. 14 and 15. The anaerobic 
reactor consisted of a perspex cylinder, 200 mm in diameter 
and 600 mm high with air-tight joints. The volume of mixed 
tiquor in the reactor could be set by raising or lowering 
the outlet of the reactor. The aeratipn tank, also con-
structed out of perspex, had a volume of 12 400 ml. (See 
Fig. 15). Sotid liquid separation was achieved in an 
inclined perspex cylinder of similar dimensions as the 
anaerobic reactor. 
The feed and settted studge recycle rates were controlled 
by intermittent pumping, as in the CMAS units. 
Aeration was by compressed air evenly distributed throughout 
the mixed tiquor by a perspex sparger. Air sparging resulted 




Effluent from the Paarl sewage works was collected in a 200 gallon 
3 (0,9 m ) tanker, seven batches being collected between the 1st 
February and the 10th April, 19 74. 
The batches were cotlected from the same point after settlement of the 
humus tanks at the intake to the recirculation sump (see Fig. 16.) 
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FIGURE 11 : SHOWING GENERAL ARRANGEMENT 
OF CONVENTIONAL CMAS UNITS 
FIGURE 12 : SHOWING GE NERAL ARRANGEMENT 
OF CO NVENT IO NAL CMAS UNITS 
FIGURE 13 ARRANGEMENT OF FEED FDR CONVENTIONAL 
CMAS UNITS 
.. 
FIGUR E 14 : ANA EROBIC REACTOR AND SETTLING 
TANK OF CMAS UNIT WITH ANAEROBIC PR ETREATMENT 
• 
.. 
FIGURE 15 : AERATION TANK AND FEED PUMPS 












At the taboratory, the contents were stored in two staintess steet 
tanks in a cotd room at 4°c. 
The anatyses of the first six batches are tisted in Tabte 4. 
TABLE 4 BATCH ANALYSIS 
Date of Batch Tank 
NH -N PO -P Feed No. No. COD TKN 3 4 
1/2/1974 1 361 3,5 - 4,8 
to 15/2/1974 1 2 393 12,0 - 5,6 
16/2/74 
to 20/2/1974 2 1 1040 24, 5 4,5 7,8 
21/2/1974 1 1446 20,4 6,5 9,4 
to 7/3/1974 3 2 1206 23,2 3,4 -
8/3/1974 1 1400 51 '7 27 ,4 8,9 
to 25/3/19 74 4 2 1360 52,3 - 8,0 
26/3/19 74 
to 28/3/1974 5 2 266 - - -
29/3/1974 1 1202 29,7 7,0 5,8 
to 9/4/1 974 6 2 1160 28,0 - 5,6 
With the exception of Batches 1 and 5, the COD of the eff1uent was 
-1 











The concentration in Batch 1 was tow due to ditution water being inadvert-
entty introduced into the tanker. Batch 5 was cottected on a Monday when 
the canneries had not operated over the weekend. 
The storage tanks were thoroughty mixed prior to withdrawing the daity 
feed quantity. The daity feed quantity, before being fed to the units, 
-1 
was dituted to a COD of 1 DOD mg. 1 • 
Operating Procedures for the CMAS units 
The hydrautic retention times (R) and sl udge ages (Rs) in the reactors 
were fixed initiat1y as f o1tows : 
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Hydraul,ic Sl,udge 
Unit Re t. Time {R) Age (Rs) 
hr. days 
A B 5 
B B 5 
c *B 10 
D 24 20 
E (Anaerobic pre-
treatment B 5 
*The val,ue of R in Unit C was changed to 16 hr on March 11th (Day 39). 
In the anaerobic reactor of Unit E (R = B hr, Rs = 5 d) the 'nominal,' 
retention time was varied between 0,5 and 1,0 hr as base fl,ow, an 
'actual,' retention time of 0,25 to 0,5 hr based on the actual, fl,ow. 
Sl,udge ages were set by removing and wasting the specific vol,ume of 
reactor mixed l,iquor per day. For exampl,e, if a sl,udge age of 10 days 
is required in a reactor of 2 840 ml, capacity, 284 ml, of the mixed l,iquor 
must be removed and wasted each day. At the l,onger sl,udge ages 
(10 to 20 days) this was achieved by removing the required vol,ume once 
per day. At the shorter sl,udge ages, this procedure caused fl,uctuations 
in process behaviour and pumping of mixed 1iquor from the reactor at 
preset interval,s of about an hour was used. 
No attempt was made to control, the sl,udge concentration jn the reactor 
directl,y. The effl,uent feed rate and sl,udge age for each unit was set 
and the sl,udge concentration al,l,owed to attain its own steady state 
val,ue. 
In order to obtain consistent data, the l,aboratory scal,e units have to 
be operated under 'steady-state' conditions. Steady state was assumed 
to be establ,ished after a period of two sl,udge ages had passed under each 
feed rate. For 1,ong sl,udge ages (20 days), steady state was assumed to 
be establ,ished after one sl,udge age had passed. 
Air fl,ow to the reactors was set to maintain a dissol,ved oxygen concen-
-1 tration of 2 to 4 mg. l, In some units, this air fl,ow rate was 
insufficient to keep the reactor contents ful,l,y mixed; the air fl,ows 
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to these units were increased with a consequent rise in the dissol,ved 
-1 
oxygen concentration to about 6 mg.1, 
The amb~ent air temperature in the 1,aboratory was kept constant at 20°C. 
Temperatures in the CMAS reactors varied according to the feed rates of 
col,d sewage and to the air-fl,ow through the reactor but ranged between 
17°C and 20°c. 
Nutrient ba l,ance and addition 
Tabl,e 5 shows the COD : TKN : P04-P ratio for the firsi; six batches of 
feed. 
It was s hown earl,ier that at 1,ow sl,udge ages a ratio of 100 COD : 5,2N 
shoul,d be maintpined. Comparing this ratio with the data in Tabl,e 5, 
indicates that al,1, the batches had insufficient nitrogen and onl,y one 
batch (No.1) showed sufficient phosphorus. 
TABLE 5 COD TKN P04-P RATIO S FOR INFLUfNT WASTE 
RATIO 
Batch Tank 
No. No . COD TKN P04 -P 
1 1 100 2 , 6 1 ' 30 
2 100 3, 1 -
2 1 100 2 ,4 0' 75 
3 1 100 1· ,4 0, 66 
2 100 1, 9 -
4 1 100 3,7 0 , 64 
2 100 3,8 0,59 
5 1 - - -
6 1 100 2,5 0 ,48 
2 
To compare the infl,uence of an i ncreased nitrogen concentration on the 
process, a COD TKN ratio of 100 : 4 was maintaine d throughout the 
investigation in Unit B (R =hr, Rs = 5 d). Sufficient urea (CO(NH 2 )2 ), 
an organic nitrogen compound containing approximatel,y 50 per cent w/ w 
nitrogen, was added to the feed of this un it to maintain the desired 
ratio. 
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0, 8 6P 
The phosphorus content of the batches was considered sufficient, no 
supptementary phosphorus being required. 
ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE 
Feed Batches 
The feed batches were anatysed as soon as possibte after arrivat for 
To tat chemicat oxygen demand (COD) mg.t -1 
To tat Kjetdaht nitrogen (TKN) mg. 1, -1 





At teast 10 repticate determinations of COD and TKN were made on each 
batch sampl..e. The distribution of each set of data was tested 
graphicatty for normatity. If the data were norma"\,ty distributed the 
means were accepted as the best measure of the sampte strength. If the 
data were not normatl..y distributed, the set was discarded and another 
set tested and anal..ysed. 
Totat Phosphorus (PD4 -P) determinations were performed on fi"\,tered 
samptes from each batch. 
CMAS Uni ts 
Th e fo"\,l,owing tests were performed twice a week on average 
(a) Aeration Tank Contents 
Temperature 
pH 
Mixed l..iquor suspended sotids (MLSS) 
Mixed 1,iquor vol,atite suspended so"\,ids (MLVSS) 
Sett"\,ing tests 
51,udge votume index (SVI) 
TKN in mixed l..iquor votati"\,e suspended sol,ids 
Disso"\,ved oxygen (DD) 
Oxygen consumption rate 
(b) Eff"\,uents 
DC 
-1 mg. 1.. 








Anatyses were performed on fi ttered samp"\,es using a 
Buchner funne"\, : 
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Chemica1, oxygen demand (COD) 
Tota"\, Kje1,dah1, nitrogen (TKN) 






Periodica1,1,y the fo1,1,owing tests were performed on the fi1,tered eff1,uent 













The references describing the methods of ana1,ysis adopted are 1,isted 
in Appendix 1. 
The Oxygen consumption rate was measured as fo1,1,ows : a one titre 
narrow necked bott1,e was fi1,1,ed with mixed 1,iquor from the aeration 
tank and stirred magnetica1,1,y. The contents of the bottie were aerated 
with pure oxygen up to a disso1,ved oxygen concentration of approximately 
-1 
10 mg.1, • 
A Ye1,1,ow Springs oxygen probe was inserted into the bott1,e and the 
average concentration recorded on a Beckman recorder. When the next 
feed cyc1,e took p1,ace to the reactor, a vo1,ume of feed proportiona1, to the 
vo1,ume of the bo tt1,e was adqed to give the same rate of feed as for the 
reactor. The decrease in disso1,ved oxygen concentration over the cyc1,e 
time constitutes an experimenta1, estimate of the rate of oxygen uti1,iz-
ation. From the disso1,ved oxygen time graph drawn by the recorder the 
-1 -1 
oxygen consumption rate was ca1,cu1,atud, expressed as mg.1, .day • 
{See Fig. 17 for a typica1, disso1,ved oxygen - time p1,ot). 
The s1,udge from each unit was frequent1,y examined under a microscope. 
These microscopic examinations enab1,ed a c1,ose check to be kept on the 
character of the s1,udge. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The routine measurements recorded during the period of investigation 
are represented graphica1,1,y in Figs. 18 and 19. For convenience, the 
p1,ots are so drawn that each variab1,e is easi1,y compared. Trends may be 
fo1,1,owed more easi1,y in ~ graphica1, disptay than if the resutts are 
tabu1,ated. Day 1 corresponds to the 1st February, 1974. 
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Fittered Efftuent Quatity 
The efftuent quatities from Units A (R = 8hr, Rs= Sci), B (R = 8hr, Rs= 5d), 
C (R = 16hr, Rs = 10d) and D {R = 24hr, Rs = 20d) appear to be simitar 
(see Fig. 18). In Unit E (R = 8hr, Rs = Sd, An) breakdown of the studge 
recycte pump resutted in periodic studge accumutation in the settting 
tank. The studge turned anaerobic and was the cause of the high 
eff\,uent cons recorded during the first 37 days. When this probtem was 
rectified, the efftuent quatity foiiowed much the same trend as from the 
other units. 
Initiatty Unit C was operated with a hydrautic retention time of 8 hours 
and a studge age of 10 days. This resutted in such high studge concen-
trations in the reactor that the settting tank was inadequate to cope 
with the sotids-tiquid separation. To reduce this probtem, the vatue 
of R was increased to 16 hours, by reducing the feed rate, but the 
studge age was maintained at 10 days. 
The efftuent COD data from Unit C was divided into two groups - those 
cottected before and those cottected after the vatue of R was changed. 
Statisticat anatysis of each group,by ptotting on cumutative percentage 
probabitity paper, indicated that the data was normatly distributed 
-1 with mean COD vatues of 190 and 125 mg.t respectively. (See Fig.20). 
A statisiticat test showed that the difference in the mean vatues was 
not significant at the 4 per cent tevet. One can conctude that the 
efftuent quatity was independent of the hydrautic retention time. This 
confirms the predictions of Eq. (14). It is now vatid to consotidate 
ati the data from Unit C and a statisticai anatysis is shown in Fig. 20. 
-1 The pata is normatty distributed with a mean vatue of 148 mg.t . 
Figs. 21 and 22 show the statisticai distribution ptots of the effluent 
COD for Units A, B, D and E. 
A summary of the mean efftuent quatities from ait the units is as fottows 
' 
Unit A B c D E 
Rs { d) 5 5 10 20 5 
-1 * COD{mg.t ) 151 (±30) 140(±26) 148(±39) 128(±26) 145 (±41) 
PV 
-1 {mg.t ) 14 11 13 10 14 

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Sol,ids Concentration in the reactors (MLSS and MLVSS) 
The variation of the MLSS in the reactors in shown in Fig. 18. 
Butking of the sl,udge in units A (R = 8hr, Rs = 5d) and B (R = 8hr, 
Rs = 5d) occurreq on day 35. This resutted in excessive sotids carry 
over in the final, effl,uent. In Unit E (R = 8hr, Rs = 5d, An) the 
dispersed nature of the sl,udge al,so resutted in soticls carry over in 
the final, efftuent. 
In both instances when excessive sol,ids carry over occurred the finat 
efftuents were poured into containers and settl,ec;l for a day. The 
supernatants were then decanted and the studge poured back into the 
reactors. However, the settl,ing of the sl,udge sometimes was so poor 
that sufficient separation was not obtained, resul,ting in a decl,ine 
in the MLSS concentration in the respective reactor. 
Statistical, average val,ues of the MLVSS and MLSS for the different units 
is shown in Figs. 23A, B, C, D and E. 
A summary of the sol,ids concentration data is as fol,1,ows 
Unit A B c D E 
Rs ( d) 5 5 10 20 5 
-1 MLSS (Xv) (mg. 1, ) 2900(.±340) 3520 C.±234) 2540(.±367) 2840 (±25 9) 2 100 C.±2 05 ) 
MLVSS(Xt)(mg.1,-1 ) 2540(±309) 3140C±159) 2200(.±333) 2386(±,.240) 2380C±116) 
Xv.Xt -1 0,88 0,89 0 ,B 7 0,84 O,BB 
Settl,ing Characteristics 
The variation of the sl,ucige vol,ume index (SVI) for the five units is 
shown in Fig. 19. The SVI for Unit D (R = 24hr, Rs = 20d) was usual,1,y 
-1 bel,ow 100 ml,.g • The SVI val,4es for Units A (R = Bhr, Rs = 5d), 
B (R = 8hr, Rs = 5d) and C (R = 16hr, Rs = 10d) were general,l,y in the 
range 300 to 400 ml,.g-1• Units A and B peaked at an SVI val,ue of 
-1 750 ml,.g on day 46. The SVI val,ues for Unit E (R = Bhr, Rs = 5q,An) 
-1 
varied erratical,ty,varying from 100 to 600 ml,.g • 
The high SVI val,ues indicated that the mixed Liquors had very poor settting 






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































tanks. Whenever the SVI exceeded about 300 ml,.g- 1 the tank was 
inadequate in size to cope with the sotid-tiquid separation. 
Frequent microscopic examinations were made of the sl,udges in the various 
reactors over the period of the investigation. These showed certain 
characteristic features : 
(i) When high SVI val,ues were obtained in Units A, B 
and C the cause invariabty was the presence of fil,-
amentous organisms. A microscopic photograph of a 
bul,king studge is shown in Fig 24, indicating the 
predominance of fitamentous organisms. 
(ii) The studge from Unit D (R = 24 hr, Rs = 20d) was devoid 
of fitamentous organisms. (See Figs. 25 and 26), and 
throughout the period of investigation gave tow SVI 
vatues a~d good settting characteristics. 
(iii) In Unit E (R = Bhr, Rs = 5d, An) the high ini tiat SVI 
va1,ues were not due to the fi1,amentous organisms 
observed in Units A, B and C. The studge partic1,es 
appeared to be dispersed having a 'spikey' appearance 
(See Fig.27). The organisms a1,so did not show any 
tendency towards ftoccutating into masses. It was 
thought that the dispersed nature was due to excessivety 
1,ong residence times in the anaerobic reactor. In an 
attempt to improve the situation the residence time 
was reduced from 0,50 to 0,25 hours based on actual, 
ftow. This step did resutt in a temporary improvement 
-1 of the SVI (100 mt.g ), but a week tater a pro1,ific 
growth of fitamentous organisms made its appearance. 
-1 This growth resutted in the high SVI of 600 mt.g 
being recorded on day 67. 
It woutd appear that the instattation of an anaerobic 
reactor preceeding the main reactor did control, the 
growth of the fi1,amentous organisms observed in the 
conventional, CMAS units. However the organisms which 
devel,oped were a1,so of a nature which inhibited 1,iquid-
so1,id separation though the effect was not as marked as 
30 
FIGURE 24 : SHOWING THE PREDOMINANCE OF 
THE FI LAMENTOUS ORGANISMS IN A BULKING SLUDGE. (400 x) . 
j 
- =oc r 11crr::i::::J::r:r11±:::i:=r:r- -----------------
(R == 24hr , Rs ::: 20d) (400 x) 
· ·--~~----~.i..._--~-~-_:_~...:.-.... ______ _ 
FIGURE 26 : SHOWING THE CHARACTER OF 
THE SLUDGE FROM UNIT D (R = 24hr, Rs = 20d) (400 x) 
/ 
FIGURE 27 : SHOWING THE DISPERSED NATURE 
OF THE SLUDG E FROM UNIT E 
(R = Bh r , Rs = Sci , An) (400 x) 
when fil,amentous organisms were present. 
The variation of the pH in each of the five reactors is shown in Fig.19. 
There was no apparent decrease in pH as the sl,udge age increased from 
5 to 20 days. The fact that there was no drop in pH, and zero nitrite 
or nitrate nitrogen was measured in the effl,uent, confirms that nitrif-
ication did not occur. 
Nitrogen and Phosphorus concentrations 
The variations in TKN, NH
3
-N (both in the effl,uent) and TKN in the 
sl,udge are shown in Fig. 19. The average val,ues of the TKN and NH
3
-N 
concentrations, together with the average TKN content of the sl,udges, 
are shown in Tabl,e 6. 
TABLE 6 NITROGEN BALANCE 
Unit A B c D E 
Rs (days) 5 5 10 20 5 
R (hr. ) 8 8 16 24 8 
-1 
Xv (mg.l, ) 2540 3140 2200 2386 2380 
( 1 ) -1 EffTKN(mg.l,) 5,2 6,4 4,8 5,8 9,7 
Eff -1 NH
3
-N(mg.l, ) 0,4 4,7 3,2 1 • 7 3,7 
TKN in sl,udge ('.'/o ) 10,8 11 '8 9,7 9,7 10,5 
% -1 (2) ( aN) .Xv.R.Rs 18,3 24 '7 14,2 11 '6 16' 7 
TOTAL: (1+2) 23,5 31,1 19,0 1 7 ,4 26, 4 
-1 FEED TKN (mg.l, ) 22,2 40,0 22,2 22. 2 22 , 2 
Unaccounted -1,3 B,9 3,2 4,8 -4 ,2 
The average TKN concentration in the feed to al,l, the units, . with the 
-1 
exception of Unit B was 22,2 mg.l, • (The NH 3-N fraction of this 
figure was 7,8 mg.t-1 ). The TKN in the feed to Unit B to which urea 
-1 
was added, was constant at 40 mg.l, • 
The sum of the TKN concentration inthe effl,uents and the TKN concentration 
accounted for in the vol,ume of sludge wasted from each unit every day 
((%N). Xv. R/ Rs) are shown in Tabl,e 6. It can be seen that, considering 
the possibil,ity of NH
3
-N stripping occurring, the bal,ance is general,l,y 
good. 
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It is of interest to note that no nitrification was observed - even 
at the studge age of 20 days. This is a resutt of the very tow 
NH
3
-N concentrations in contact with the organisms. (For Rs = 20 days 
-1 the NH
3
-N concentration was 1, 7 mg.t ). 
Totat Phosphorus (P04-P) concentrations in the efftuents from the units 
were periodicatty measured. The concentrations varied from 1,0 to 
-1 
3,5 mg.t as the studge age increased from 5 to 20 days. 
A phosphorus batance is shown in Tabte 7. As P04-P concentrations in 
the studge were not determined, the titerature vatue of 2 per cent (page13 ) 
was used for the purpose of compteting the phosphorus batance. It can 
be seen that, with the titerature vatue of 2 per cent P, the batance is 
acceptabte. 
TABLE 7 PHOSPHORUS BALANCE 
Unit A B c D E 
Rs days 5 5 10 20 5 
R (hr) B B 16 24 B 
-1 
Xv (mg. t ) 2540 3140 2200 2386 2380 
-1 
1'2 1,3 2' 1 3,3 1 , 2 (1)Eff.PD4 -P(mg.t ) 
-1 2,4 3,2 (2)0,02Xv.R.Rs 3,4 4,2 2,9 
TOTAL ( 1 + 2) 4,6 5,5 5,0 5, 7 4,4 
FEED P04-P 
5,9 5,9 5, 9 5,9 5,9 
Tabte B compares the COD:N:P ratios observed from the performance of the 
units. It is of interest to note ·that both the nitrogen and phosphorus 
requirements decreased as the studge age increased from 5 to 20 days -
confirming the predictions on page 
TABLE B COD:N:P RATIOS 
Unit Rs ( d) COD Removed : N : p 
A 5 100:2,D:D,6 
B 5 100:3,9:0,5~~ 
E 5 100:1,5:0,55 
c 10 100:2,D:0,45 
D 20 100:1,9:0,30 
* Urea added to feed. 
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Oxygen Requirements 
The oxygen consumption rate tests were initiated on day 28. The va tues 
obtained are shown in Fig. 28. 
The 'steady state' in Units A (R = 8hr, Rs= 5d) and B (R = 8hr, Rs= 5d) 
was upset on day 42. ·This resutts in three vatues onty being averaged 
to represent an approximate vatue for the oxygen consumption rate of the 
two uni ts. 
The oxyge n cons umption rates in Units C (R = 16hr, Rs= 10d), 
D (R = 24hr, Rs = 20d) and E (R = 8hr, Rs = Sd, An) were approximated 
by four, six and three vatues respecti vety. 
Atthough more r esutt s woutd have been preferabte, the approximate res u1,ts 
for the five units witt enabte an acceptab1,e comparison to be made with 
the theoretica1, predictions . 
A summary of t he average oxy gen consumption rates from att the units is 
as fo 1,1,ows : 
Unit A B [ D E 
Rs (d) 5 5 10 20 5 
R (hr) 8 8 16 24 8 
02 





S FOR ALL UNITS 
50 55 60 65 70 
11 
Summary of experime nta1 res utts 
A E c D E 
Rs ( d ) 5 5 10 20 5 
R (hr) B B 1 6 24 B 
-1 
Inf.COD(mg. 1, ) 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 
-1 
Eff.COD(mg.t ) 151 140 148 1 28 145 
-1 
MLSS (mg . 1, ) 2900 3520 2540 284 0 2700 
-1 
MLVSS (mg.t ) 2540 3140 2200 2386 2380 
MLVSS/ MLSS O,BB D,89 0 , 8 7 ll , 84 0,8 8 
tis . xv - 1 . R- 1 ( i) 1, OD 0 , 82 D,58 0 , 3 7 1, OB 
Si. Xt - 1 • R- 1 (ii) 1'04 0,86 0 ,59 0 ,35 1 '1 2 
Si .R-1 (iii) 3,0 3,0 1 '5 1' 0 3 , 0 
- 1 -1 o
2
(mg.t .day ) 1580 16 91 B 71 693 124 0 
NOTE : (i) The paramete.r tis . Xv -
1 . R-
1 
i s t he s1,udge uti bza tion 
(ii ) 
(iii) 
- 1 - 1 
rate~ (SUR ), measured a s kg COD remo ve d .k gM LVSS . doy 
-1 - 1 
The parameter Si. Xt • R i s the 1 stu dge 1,o a din g rate ' 
-1 -1 
(SLR), measured as kg COD ap pLi e d . k g MLSS . day 
This parameter is most co mmo n1.y used . 
-1 
The parameter Si . R is t he 1 Vo 1,umetri c COD Loadin g ' 
- 3 -1 
measured as kg COD a pp1,ied . m reactor voL um e . day 
Ass uming a CO D 
3,0 and 1,D kg 
25 1,b EOD.1000 
: BOD ratio of 2 ,5 0 : 1 th e v a1,ues o f 
- 3 -1 
COD . m .day correspond to 75 an d 
-3 
ft Thes e va1,ue s f a1 "1 in the 
range in vestigated by Nor gaa rd et at , ( 1 96 7) -
see Fig. 7 . 
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Determi na tion of the Yietd Constant, Y. 
The Studge Utitization Rate (SUR), tabutated above, is in terms of the 
MLVSS. To express the SUR in terms of the 1 active votati te sotids' (Xav) 
the fott owing retationship is used (Marais, 1973): 
Xv :::: Xav ( 1 + 0 , 2 • b • Rs ) 
It fottows that 
i.e. 
or 






:::: Y.SURav - b 
1 
Rs 
Y.SURv (1+D, 2b .Rs)-b 
( 18) 
( 1 9 ) 
-1 0 In orde r to s otve for Y, the ass umption that b :::: 0,24 day at 20 C is 
made . This vatue has been experimentatty verified by Marais , (1974 ). 
Fig . 29 sh ows the ptot of 1/ Rs versus SUR (1+0, 2b . Rs ). The stope of 
the resutting straight t i ne thro ugh the dat a points app r oximates the 
-1 vatue of Y, an d was catcutate d as 0 , 39 mg VSS . mg COD removed . 
Determination of the Reaction Rate Co nstant, K. 
A fu ndament at ste ady state equatio n for the CMA S system is 
s :::: KS 
Xa v.R 
i.e. SURav :::: KS 
or SURV (1+D, 2b.Rs) KS 
(20 ) 
( 21 ) 
SURv (1+0, 2b. Rs ) versus S is shown ptotted in Fig . 30. The stope of the 
- 1 - 1 -I-h e tine, definin g the vatue of K, was catcutate d as 0 , 045 mg.t . day 
intersection on the abscissae repre s ents t he unbiodegradabte COD pre se nt i n 
the efftuents. 
-1 -1 
Thi s vatue of 120 mg.t in a feed o f 1 000 mg .1 indicates t hat 
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I<'.= 0,045 ""'9· i.- • DAY 
UN6100EGRADABLE C.0.D . 
50 100 150 
SOL.UBLE. C.O.D. ("""'9.e-I) 
FIGURE 30 : DETERMINATION OF REACTION RATE CONSTANT 1 K 
• 
I 
CORRELATION BETWEEN EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND THEORETICAL PREDICTIONS. 
The theoretical MLVSS concentrations, oxygen consumption rates and effluent 
qualities were calculated from Eqs. (B, 10 and 16). (The values of 
-1 -1 -1 -1 Y, band K used were 0,39 mg VSS. mg COD , 0,24 day and 0,45 mg.l .day 
respectively). 
Eq. ( B) Xv Y (Si-S~ Rs (1+0, 2b .Rs) 
1 +b. Rs R 
Eq.(10) 02 
Si-S 1,42 Xv == 
R Rs 
Eq.(16) Eff. COD == Sub + _1 (_1 + b) 
YK Rs 
Figs. 31, 32 and 33 show the correlations between the theoretical pre-
dictions and the exper imental results. With the exception of the resul ts 
from Unit E (R == Bhr, Rs == Sci, An) good correlation is obtained. It is 
possible that the residence time in the anaerobic reactor of Unit E results 
in the solids concentration and oxygen requirements being lower than pre-
dicted by theory. 
CONCLUSIONS FRO M ACTIVATED SLUDGE TREATMENT. 
From the investigations into the treatme nt of the effluent from the sewa ge 
works at Paarl during the 1974 canning season by the activated sludge process, 
the following conclusions can be formed : 
(i) The effluent is biodegradab le . Thi s is evident by no ti ng that 





200 to 1 400 mg. l t o an effluent of 140 to 
The significant improve ment in the quality of 
the effluent by s econdary biological treatment is illustrated 
in Fig. 34 which is a photograph of an influent and effluent 
sample . 
( ii ) The kinetic behaviour of the activated s lud ge process appears 
to conform to that normally accepted. The 'Yield Constant, Y 
-1 (0,39 mgVSS.mg COD removed) is slightly lower than that found 
-1 




























1000 3000 4000 
THEORETICAL MLVSS VALUES (m9. e- 1 ) 
8 UNIT A ( R-=S, Rs= 5) 
~ UNIT B (R: B, Rs= 5) 
0 UNIT C (R= IG, Rs= 10) 
® UNIT D (R 224, R~-= 20) 
t::. UNIT E (R-= 8 1 Rs=5 1AN.) 
FIGURE 31 : CORRELATION BETWEEN THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL 
MLVSS VALUES 
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0 1000 2000 3000 
Tl-IEORETICAL OXYGEN C()-.JSUMPTION RATE (rng.l -.I DAY- I) 
• c::J UNIT A (R=6, Rs.::-5) 
181 UNIT B (R = 8 1 Rs =5) 
0 UNIT c (R =16, Rs= 10) 
0 UNIT D (R =24,Rs = 2Cl 
A UNITE (R = 8 ,Rs =SJ AN.) 
FIGURE 32: CORRELATION BETWEEN THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL 
























THEORETICAL EFFLUENT COD (mg . l - I ) 
(!] UNl""r A (R-e 1 Rs=5) 
!RI UNIT B (R =8,Rs .._ s) 
~ UNIT C (R=tG,Rs=to) 
GD UNl'T D (R =24,Rs=20) 
A UNITE (R-=8, R!!!>-= 5 1AN .) 
FIGURE 33: CORRELATION BETWEEN THEORETICAL AND EX PERI MENTAL 
FILTERED EFFLUENT COD. VALUES 
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-1 -1 and the Reaction Rate' Constant K = 0,045 mg.1 .day as 
-1 -1 
against 0,07 mg.1 .day for settl,ed municipal, sewage (Marais,1973 ) . 
These val,ues indicate tower ease of biodegradabitity. The oxygen 
demand conforms reasonabl,y wel,1 to the theoretical, pre dictions. 
The re appears to be no real, deficiency in the nutrients, nitrogen 
and phosphorus. This is indicated by the experimental, resul,ts 
-1 
which a11 showed th at at l,east 1 mg .1 of NH
3
-N was present 
in the effl,uents. The sl,udges had nitrogen concentrations 
between 10 and 12 per cent and phosphorus concentrations of 
2 per cent - which are normal,. Urea addition to one unit did no t 
resul,t in any perceptibl,e improvement in effl,uent COD or settting 
properti es. 
Atthough the waste is biodegradabl,e it is not treatabte by the 
activated sl,udge process except at inordinatety tong sl,udge ages. 
At sl,udge ages of 5 and 10 days there was excessive b ul, king of th e 
sl,udges so that it became very difficul,t to run the l,aboratory s cal,e 
unit s . It woul,d certainty be impossibl,e to run a ful,l, scal,e pl, an t 
at sl,udge ages bel,ow 10 day s . At 20 days sl,udge age no bul,kin g 
occurred - indeed the sett t i ng properties of the sl,u dge were 
excel,l,ent. However, the provision of a ful,l, scal,e p1ant operating 
at this tong sl,udge age woul,d require a hydraul,ic retention time 
of 24 hours if the sl,udge concentration is to be kept at 2 BOOmg.l, 
-1 
MLVSS. Such tong sl,udge ages are usual,l,y necessary where nitrifi cat i on 
is required during winter conditions. In this p1ant the 1,oading 
is seasonal,, during the summer, and there is no excess nitrogen t o 
nitrify. The effl,uent quatity wi11 not improve ov~r that from a 
system operating at a shorter s l,udge age. The nett oxy gen demand wil, l, 
increase. The size of the reactors wil,1 be about 60 per cent greater 
than that required for carbonaceous energy removal, onl,y. The 
increased size of the pl,ant is s ol,el,y required to improv e the 
settl,ing qual,ities of the mixed 1iquor. There thus s eems tittl e 
justification for the insta11ation of an activated sl,udge pl, a n t 






ROTATING DISC TREATMENT. 
INTRODUCTION 
The investigation into the feasibiLity of empLoying the rotating disc 
system as the form of secondary treatment was initiated towards the end 
of the 1974 canning season. 
A Laboratory scaLe series disc unit was avaiLabLe and a programme of 
testing was inaugurated. 
Subsequent to the investigation into secondary treatment apptica tion, 
wastewater from a f r uit and vegetabLe cannery was obtained and the 
feasibiLity of empLoying the disc system as a form of 'roughing' treat-




PRINCIPLE OF THE ROTATING DISC SYSTEM 
The system operates on a princip1e very simi1ar to that of bio1ogic a1 
fi1tration in th at the biomass adheres to and gro ws on discs - the 
fixed media. As the discs rotate the organisms are a1ternat ive1y in 
contact with the air and the waste water (See Fig .JS). 
The dis s otved oxygen concentration in the Li quor is contro t 1ed by t he 
speed of rot a tion of th e di s cs . 
The biomas s per iodica11y ' s Lough s off' the di s cs and accumu1ate s i n 
either a compartment under the disc s or in a s et t1i ng tan k positioned 
after the disc units, from where it is per iod i c a11y pumped t o an ae robic 
dige s tors. 
The attractive feature of the RDU i s that, un.Like the sys te rns bas e d 
on the activated sLudge process, succe ss fu l., ope r a t i on i s no t depe nde n t 
on the efficient performance o f a s ett1ing t an k . The prob t ems of studge 
bu1king are obviated an d Le s s skit1ed cont rol., is dema nded . 




CONTACT OF FILM 
WITH WASTE - WATER 
HEMI- CYLINDRICAL---...;., 
HOLDING TANK 
ROTATING SURFACE (DISC OR OTHER 
SUPPORT MEDIUM) COVERED WITH 
FILM OF MICRO - ORGANISMS 
.--.----MICROBIAL FILM 
MATERIAL SHED 
FROM ROTATING SURFACE 
SUSPENDED WASTE-WATER 
FIG. 35 PRINCIPLE OF THE OPERATION OF A R. D. U. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
The Rotating Disc system, or the rotating biotogicat disc contractor 
as it is commonty known as, was first investigated in America in 1901 
but very tittte interest was disptayed in the findings (Pretorius, 1971). 
In 1958 extensive investigations were carried out in Germany (Grieves, 
1972) and the more important findings were : 
(i) Optimum rotationat vetocity was 5 - 7 rpm for a 1 metre 
diameter disc. The peripherat vetocity sho utd not exceed 
22 m.min- 1• since above this speed excessive shearing of 
the organisms from the disc occurs. 
(ii) The discs shoutd rotate in the direction of t he waste 
water ftow. 
( i ii) The system i s especiatty su i tabte to smatt ptants o n accoun t 
of the tow maintenance cos t s a nd insensitivity to fluctuations 
in biotogicat toad. 
(iv) The operating costs were "conside r abty tess" than those 
for equivatent activated studge or trickting fitter ptants. 
Further investigations in 1963 indicated thot the nett power require men ts 
-1 
coutd be as to w as 0,011 to 0,0135 Kwh.tb BOD removed (0, 024 to 0,0 30 
Kwh.kg- 1 BOD removed, Grieves, 1972). 
Wetch (1968) successfutty apptied the system to the treatment of highty 
concentrated mitk was tes. His conctusion s were 
(i) the process was very stabte to hydrautic surges or 
organic overtoads. 
(ii) optimum resutts were obtained with disc units in s erie s . 
(iii) the dissotved oxygen co nc e ntratio n in the r eactor, and 
the process efficiency, coutd be controtted b y the disc 
rotationat vetocit y . 
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Dis c s are c onstructed out of either PVC, asbestos cement, pegboard, 
stee1 mesh or expanded potystyrene. 
The disc system has been applied for 'roughing' treatment of a wide 
variety of industrial wastes (A~tunie, 1971). Loadings were reported 
-3 -1 
in the range of 300 to 1 300 lb BOD. 1 ODO ft .day (approximately 
-2 -1 60 to 250 g BOD.m .day ). For 'complete' treatment Loadings of 100 
-3 -1 
to 400 lb BOD. 1 ODO ft .day have been employed (approximately 20 t o 
-2 -1 
80 g BOD.m .day ). 
Antonie states that the sludges produced settled welt with settling rates 
-1 
of between 4,5 and 7,5 m.hr . Typical sl.udge yields of 0,4 t o 0,6 g dry 
-1 
soLids.g BOD removed were reported. 
SteeLe (1974) found the rotating disc systems particuJ.,arly s uited for 
treating widely fluctuat i ng fLows. He reports on an e xperiment al di s c 
system subjected to a fLuctuating Load of 400 per cent of the design for 
a period of 2,5 hours. The shock Loadings caused insignificant changes 
in the effluent quality. 
Steele also concluded that the disc sys tem is e ffective in bioLogicaLLy 
treating effl ue nts which are termed 'unbiodegrad able ', e.g. coking wastes 
with high phenol contents. He also states that the disc system appears 
to offer ideal Living conditions for organis ms which treat hydrocarbon s . 
He reported 99 per cent reduction of oil and petrol wastes at disc 
-2 -1 -2 -1 
loadings of 10 - 20 g.m .day Loadirgs of 1 g.m .day resulted in 
82 to 95 per cent removal of machine oi l and Lubricants from a wa s te 
stream. 
Chittenden et al (1971) reported on the trea tment of the effluent from a n 
anaerobic lagoon by means of the dis c system . A meat packing factory 
-1 
discharged an effluent with a BOD of 1 400 mg.l into the Lagoons. The 
lagoons effected a 75 to 85 per cent BOD reduc t ion. Results obtained from 
-1 
the 38 kl.day three s tage pilot disc plant indicated that the first stage 
- 2 -1 
effected an BO per cent BOD reduction with a dis c loading of 50 g BOD.m .day 
The overall (three stage) BOD reduction wa s 8 3 per cent. Dis so1,ved oxygen 
limitations prevented higher lo ad in gs be i n g appLied to the first stage 
dis cs. 
Birks and Hynek (1971) reported on the instaLLation and pe rforma nc e of a 
4 4 . I 
• • 
bio-disc system to upgrade the efftuent from a cheese factory. Septic tanks 
were positioned ahead of the disc unit and effected a 50 per cent COD 
reduction on the wastes. The spetic tank efftuent fed to the disc system 
-1 
had a COD of 1 500 mg.t • The four stage disc unit effected an overatt 
COD removai of 85 per cent. The COD removat rate over the first stage was 
-2 -1 -2 -1 
reported as 55 g COD.m .day for a disc toading of 90 g COD.m .day • 
Antonie et at -1 ( 1974) drew the fot towing conctusions from a 1, 9 Mt. day 
pitot ptant treating domestic sewage :-
(i) The percentage BOD (or COD) removat was dependent on the 
-1 -2 hydrautic toading rate (t.day .m ) • A BOD removat of 
-1 -2 
85 per cent was obtained at a toading of 110 t. day .m 
-1 -2 
whereas at a toading of 20 t. day • m the BOD removat was 
95 per cent. 
(ii) The optimum hydrautic retention time required for the disc 
(iii) 
units ranges from 1 to 1,5 hours. 
The 'start-up time', i.e. the time et a ps ed before the unit 
produces an acceptabte efftuent,was atways 1 to 1,5 weeks. 
(iv) The mixed tiquor sotids settted very rapidty, producing a 
siudge of 4 - 5 per cent soti ds. 
Cochrane et at (1 973) conducted pitot ptant sc ate investigations into 
the treatment of cannery waste s with a disc unit. Th e ir resutts indicated 
that 90 per cent of thi;i organic matter was removed, but the eff1,uent 
required fur th er treatment be fore discharge. 
Wetch (1971) reportedty used the process for in tine treatment of waste 
waters in s e wers. 
Pretorius (1971) reported on the appl.ication of disc units to treat septic 
tank efftuent emanating from smatt communities. He reported a COD removat 
-2 rate of 22 g COD.m .day - effecting an overatt COD reduction of 75 per 
cent, Comptete nitrification was obtained with nitrate formation rates 
- -2 -1 of between 1,5 to 2, 5 g N0 3-N.m .day • 
From the titerature survey the fottowing conctusions can be made 
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(i) The rotating disc system has been emptoyed in both 'roughing' 
and 'comptete treatment' systems. 
(ii) 
(iii) 
The toading rate for secondary biotogicat treatment apptic-
-2 ations appears to be 100 g COD.m ,day, whereas that for 
-2 -1 'roughing' ranges up to 300 g COD.m .day • 
The abitity of the systems to treat 'unbiodegradabte 1 wastes 
is probabty due to the tow apptied toading, expressed as 
kg COD.kg- 1MLVSS.day- 1 (i.e. a tong studge age). 
(iv) Referring to page 13 the tong apparent studge age woutd ctearty 
reduce the required COD:N:P ratio in the inftuent. 
(v) The first stage of most mutti-stage apptications is the 
most efficient, producing at teast 80 to 90 per cent of the 
overatt COD removat. The economic feasibitity of instatting 
further stages to reduce the COD by a further 10 to 15 per 
cent shoutd be carefutty appraised. 
No titerature on the apptication of the disc system as a form of secondary 
biotogicat treatment of fruit cannery wastes coutd be found. It is probabte 
that, in secondary treatment, the COD reduction over one stage of discs may 
not be suffient. However, the instattation of further stages to produce 
the required COD reduction may not be an economic proposition. 
The ti terature survey indicates the excet tent reductions achieved in the 
first stage of the disc system treating raw waste. The appl,ication as a 
'roughing' unit therefore merits investigation. 
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CHAPTER 5. 
ROTATING DISC SYSTEM AS A FORM OF SECONDARY BIOLOGICAL TREATMENT-
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION 
OBJECTIVE 
The specific objective of this investigation was to ascertain the feasi-
bitity of emptoying the rotating disc system as the form of secondary 
treatment at the Paart sewage works, treating the efftuent from the over-
toaded bio-fitters. 
EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT 
An existing taboratory scate series rotating disc unit was emptoyed, 
shown in Fig. 36. 
Nine peg-board discs, each 330 mm in diameter rotated about a common shaft 
2 
in a mitd steet container. The surface area of each disc was 1 710 cm 
(see Fig. 37). The discs were separated by 'V-notch' bafftes - resutt-
ing in each compartment being comptetety mixed and the overatt ftow 
pattern essentiatty 'ptug-ftow'. The votume of each compartment was 3,2 
titres. 
The speed of rotation of the discs was controtted by a rheostat on the 
drive motor. 
The feed was pumped intermittentty to the unit by a Gorman-Rupp pump and 
ftowed axiatty through the unit. 
The studge which stoughed off the discs accumutated in the bottom of the 
container and was periodicatty drained off and wasted. 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
The waste fed to the unit was the efftuent from the high rate fitters at 
Paart, in point of fact the remains of Batch 6 (see page13). A further 
Batch 7 was cottected toward the end of the canning season. Tabte 9 
shows the anatyses of the feed. 
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FIGURE 36 ARRANGEMENT OF THE SERIES R. D.U. 
FIGURE 37 : SHOWING THE DISCS OF 
THE SERIES R.D.U. 
TABLE 9 ANALYSES OF FEED BATCHES. 
~ 
Batch No. COD TKN P04-P COD : 
TKN : P04 -P 
6 1 160 28,0 5,6 100 : 2,4 : 0 ,48 
7 850 48,0 7,0 100 : 5,6 : 0' 80 
-1 -1 
The feed rate was initiatty set at 15 t.day , increased to 30 t.day 
after one month and after a further week increased to 60 t.day-
1
• 
The ftows of 15, 30 and 60 titres per day resutted in hydrautic retention 
times in each compartment of 5; 2,5 and 1,25 hours respectivety. 
The speed of rotation of the discs, set at . 15 rpm (Tip speed 
-1 16 m.min ) 
remained unattered throughout the investigation and the depth of immers ion 
of the discs remained fixed at 140 mm. 
ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE 
Fittered samptes from each compartment in the unit, together with a 
fittered finat efftuent sampte, were analysed for COD at teast twice 
weekty. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The average of the COD vatues at t he different ftow rates are shown in 
Fig. 38. 
The pH in each compartment was periodicatty meas ured. In generat, the 
pH increased from the fir s t to the tast compa r tment - t ypicat va tue s 
being 7,9 to 8,5. 
DISCUSSION ON RESULTS 
-2 -1 
A comparison of the COD mas s toading (g COD.m .day ) on each disc, 

























































































































































































TABLE 10 COMPARISON OF LOADING RATES AND COD REDUCTIONS 
Feed FLow 15. 1, day 




Feed COD 900 mg.1, 
-1 
850 mg.1, -1 850 mg. 1, -1 
Disc Liq. g COD Total, Liq. ~ COD Total, Liq. g COD Total, 






1 260 78,9 71 , 1 244 14 9, 1 71,3 267 298, 2 68,6 
2 191 22,8 78,8 165 42,8 80,6 154 93,7 81,9 
3 167 16,8 81,4 146 28,9 82, 8 138 54,0 83,8 
4 135 14,6 85,0 1 31 25,6 84, 6 97 4 8 ,4 88, 6 
5 110 18,8 87' 8 122 22,9 85,6 57 34,0 93,3 
6 105 9,6 88,3 108 21 ,4 87, 3 57 20,0 93,3 
7 110 9,2 87,8 116 18,9 86, 7 57 20,0 93,3 
8 107 9,6 88,1 99 2 0,4 88,4 57 20,0 93,3 
9 94 9,4 89,6 85 17 ,4 90,0 53 20,0 93,8 
-2 -1 
These resul,ts probabl,y overestimate the mass 1,oading (g COD.m .day ) as 
the organisms adhering to the fixed sides of the container have been ignored. 
-1 
It can be ssen from Tab l,e 10 that at the highest fl,ow rate (60 1,.day ) the 
first three discs effected an 84 per cent reduction on the waste - the first 
disc reducing the COD by 69 per cent at a disc Loading of up to 
-2 -1 298 g COD.m .day The 84 per cent COD reduction was achieved with a total, 
hydraul,ic retention time of 3,75 hours. 
The Large biomass growth on the first three discs, corresponding to the 
1,arge COD re duction,is shown in Fig. 39. The sl,udge which sl,oughed off the 
discs, accumul,ated at a greater rate in the first three compartments than 
in the others, approximatel,y 1,5 Litres studge per week. 
-2 -1 
Tabl,e 11 compare s the COD mass 1,oading and removal, rates (g COD.m .day ) 
and per cent COD removal, f o r each disc during the three runs. 
The COD 1,oading and percentage COD removat for the first three discs are 
shown in Fig. 40. The fol,1,owing may be noted. 
(i) The percentage COD r emoved over the first disc decreased from 
71 to 69 per cent as the Lo ading r a te was increased from 79 
- 2 -1 to 298 g COD.m . day This impLies that the maximum percentage 
COD removal, tha t can be e xpected ove r the first disc is approx-
-2 1 
imatel,y 70 per cent, at a Loading of 300 g COD.m .day 
-























RUN I: FLOW RATE = 15 I. day1 
INFLUENT COD = 900 mg . 1-1 






RUN 2 : FLOW RATE = 30 l.day- 1 
INFLUENT COD = 850 mg. r1 






RUN 3; FLOW RATE = 60 I. da{1 
INFLUENT COD= 850 mg. (
1 
SPEED= 15 r. p.m. 
O 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 EFFLUENT. 
COMPARTMENT No. 
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RUN I: FLOW RATE = 15 I. doy1 
INFLUENT COD : 900 mg.1-1 





RUN 2: FLOW RATE = 30 l.dof1 
INFLUENT COD = 850 mg. i 1 








RUN 3; FLOW RATE = 60 I. doy-1 
INFLUENT COD= 850 mg. 1-
1 
SPEED= 15 r.p.m. 
O 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 EFFLUENT. 
COMPARTMENT No. 



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































0 50 lex:> 150 200 '250 300 
APPLIED COD LOADING ( 9 COD. m-~ DAv-• ) 
FIGURE 40: PERFORMANCE OF DISC UNIT 
(ii) The percentage COD removat over the second disc increased 
from 27 to 42 per cent as the toading rate was increased 
-2 -1 from 23 to 94 g COD.m .day • 
CONCLUSIONS FROM THE DISC SYSTEM AS A FORM 
OF SECONDARY TREATMENT 
The investigation into the apptication of the disc system as a form of 
secondary treatment gave rise to the fottowing conctusions :-
(i) A COD reduction of approximatety 70 per cent at a disc 
-2 -1 
toading of 300 g COD.m .day • can be expected over the 
first stage of discs. 
(ii) A further two stages of discs woutd be required to produce 
an overatt COD reduction of 84 per cent. 
(iii) The cost of instatting a further two stages of discs for 
an additionat 14 per cent COD reduction does not appear 
to be an economic proposition. 
The excettent performance of the first disc was obtained on an efftuent 
from which the more easity biodegradabte fraction had atready been re-
moved. This justified an investigation into the use of the disc system 
as a form of 'roughing' treatment. 
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CHAPTER 6. 
ROTATING DISC SYSTEM AS A FORM OF ROUGHING TREATMENT -
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION 
OBJECTIVE 
The specific objective of this investigation was to ascertain the feasib-
itity of emptoying the rotating disc system as a form of 'roughing' treat-
ment to treat the predominantty cannery wastes prior to discharge to the 
high rate fitters at the Paart sewage works. 
This investigation was carried out over the period August to November, 1974. 
This period covers the canning off-season in Paart and no waste was avait-
abte. Waste was obtained from Messrs. Gants (Pty) Limited - a canning 
concern in Strand, Cape Province, producing a variety of fruit and vegetabte 
products throughout the year. 
It was fett that the response of the disc unit to the waste woutd not differ 
quatitativety from that on Paart waste and woutd provide sufficient inform-
ation to enabte a judgement to be formed on the suitabitity of the disc 
system as a form of 'roughing' treatment for cannery wastes in generat. 
EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT 
The unit used in this investigation differed from the series unit used 
previousty in that -
(i} The discs were mounted in a hemisphericat mitd steet container 
of radius 18,2 cm. The container was divided into three variab1,e-
vo1,ume disc chambers that coutd be operated either in parattet 
or in series (Fig.41). 
(ii) Free "Liquid votume and disc area (i.e. number of discs) in each 
c~amber coutd be varied independentty, so that for a particutar 
waste the hydrautic residence time coutd be maintained in the 
range O,B - 4 ,o hours who1,e the organic 1,oading rate 
(g 
-2 -1 the COD.m disc area.day ) coutd be varied over range 
60 300 
-2 -1 Detaits of the free ti quid vo1,umes - g COD.m • day • 
and disc areas are given in Tab1,e 12. 
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SECTION A A SECTION B B 
LAYOUT OF DISC UNIT FIGURE 41 : 
TABLE 12. 
Parameter Disc Chamber 1 Disc Chamber 2 Disc Chamber 3 
Number of discs 1 2 3 
Disc diameter (m) 0,34 0,34 0 ,34 
Total. disc area (m2) 0,1815 0,3630 0,5445 
Free 1.iquid vol.ume (1.) * 1,4 2,8 3,0 
*the free 1.iquid vol.ume varied depending on the thickness of the sl,udge 
1.ayer attached to the discs - the figures cited are observed averages, 
with a variation of! 5% 
The discs were constructed out of peg-board. Initiatty, however, the discs 
were constructed out of a brass mesh covered with a ptastic coating. The 
peg-board discs were substituted shortl.y after start-up as excessive shear 
of the organisms by the disc mesh was observed. 
Disc speed coutd be varied over the range 18 - 40 rpm. No significant 
stoughing of the fil.m was observed even at the highest rotational. speed. 
To keep the disc outer edge speed within the range normal.ty used in 
practice (! 20 m.min-
1
) the rotational. speed was set at 20 rpm in this 
investigation, giving a tip vel,ocity of 21 m.min-
1 
Using this tip 
vel.ocity as a scate-up parameter, the equivatent rotational, speed for a 
typical. industrial,-sized unit (2,5 m diam. disc) woutd be 2,5 rpm, which 
is within the practical. operating range reported (Antonie, 1971). 
Separate studge cones were instatted on each chamber to cottect the mass 
of studge produced daity. Several. methods of studge withdrawal. were 
investigated. In the first set-up used, with studge being drawn off by 
a normal. gravity fl.ow, the rate of fl.ow through the outtet tube was so 
tow that the targer studge particl,es were not drawn through, causing 
an accumutation of studge in the disc chambers. This resutted in tow 
dissotved oxygen tevets, souring of the discs and the mixed tiquor studges. 
The method of studge withdrawal. found to be successful., and final.ty adopted, 
was to drive the disc off a timer at 12 minutes ON and 30 seconds OFF. 
During the 12 minutes drive period the tiquid votume in the disc chamber 
increased stightty over that given by the tevet of the overftow tube due 
to rotation of the disc through the tiquid. During the 30 second 'off' 
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period, the excess l,iquid hol,d-up was discharged rapidl,y, effectivel,y 
discharging the sol,ids. This method of operation ensured representative 
withdrawl, of sol,ids from the disc chamber and prevented settl,ing of 
sl,udge in the effl,uent tubes. 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
(i) Waste Infl,uent 
Tabl,e 13 shows the anal,yses of the batches of waste col,1,ected 
from Gants (Pty) Limited during the investigation : 
TABLE 13 ANALYSES OF WASTE FROM GANTS 
-1 Batch No Source COD(mo.1, ) Suspended_
1 
TKN _










Guava 3 395 3 360 < 20 26,6 
Beetroot 2 218 2 201 < 20 13,8 
Beetroot 1 060 1 040 < 20 9,4 
Bean 1 5 95 1 455 90 19,6 
Bean 1 390 1 168 200 15, 1 
Pea 1 207 1 078 100 32,3 
Pea 890 840 110 20,9 
Pea 766 702 100 14, 7 
Tabl,e 14 shows the ratio COD:TKN:P04 -P (based on Total, COD) 
for the batches. As a comparison, the usual, COD:TKN:PD4-P 
ratio of the Paarl, waste is al,so 1,isted. 
TABLE 14 : CDD:TKN:PD4-P RATIO FOR WASTE BATCHES 
Batch No. COD TKN P04-P 
1 100 o, 78 0,12 
2 100 0,62 0,21 
3 100 0,89 0,38 
4 100 1 ,23 0,56 
5 1 OD 1'09 0 ,4 7 
6 1 OD 2,68 0,38 
7 100 2,35 0,80 
8 100 1'92 0,58 



















When compared with the the ore ti cal, l,y required ratio of 
100 COD:3,3 N:0,6P - sl,udge age 5 days (refer to page 13 ), 
Tabl,e 14 shows that al,1, the batches were nutrient deficient. 
Apart from settl,ed domestic sewage which was added in the 
ratio of 1:1 to onl,y the first two batches fed to the unit, 
no other suppl,ementary nitrogen and phosphorus source was 
added. Tabl,e 15 shows the COD:TKN:P0
4
-P ratio for the two 
'waste+ domestic sewage' batches. The ratios stil,l, indicate 
an apparent nutrient deficiency. 
TABLE 15 COD:TKN:P04 P RATIOS OF 'WASTE + SEWAGE' BATCHES. 
Batch No. COD TKN PO -P 4 
1 100 1 , 3 2 0' 53 
2 100 1 '8 5 0,60 
At the l,aboratory the waste was stored in 500 1 stainl,ess 
steel, tanks situated in a col,d room at 4°C. The tanks were 
thoroughl,y mixed prior to withdrawing the dail,y feed quantity. 
(ii) Operating Procedure. 
The hydraul,ic retention time was varied from 1 to 4 hours 
by changing the position of the inter-compartmental, baffl,es. 
The appl,ied COD mass l,oading was varied in the range 50 to 
-2 -1 300 g COD.m .day for each hydraul,ic retention time. 
The average duration of each run was 10 to 12 days. 
The speed of rotation of the discs was maintained at 20 rpm 
throughout the investigation, resul,ting in a tip vel,ocity 
of 21 m.min- 1 • 
In order to compare the excess sl,udge yiel,d with that from 
other treatment processes, the studge yiel,d per gram of 
sol,ubl,e COD removed was determined. The parameter sol,ubl,e-
:i2 
COD-removed was chosen so as to etiminate settteabte sotids 
in the feed as a variabte. Studge production per g of sotubte 
COD removed was catcutated by (i) determining the mass of 
settted studge accumutated in the settting cones over 24 
hour periods of steady state operation and (ii) correcting 
this figure for the mass of settteabte sotids in the feed 
which were presumed merety to have passed unchanged through 
the reactor. The production of biotogicat sotids (as MLSS) 
with respect to sotubte COD removat was determined from :-
. W - QX. 
yl= 1 
1 Q(S.-S ) 
1 0 
Where W = totat mass of settted sotids cottected per day 
(g MLSS) 
and 
Q = feed ftow rate (t) 
X.= settteabte sotids in feed ( g MLSS.t- 1 ) 
1 
S.= sotubte COD in feed (g. t-1 ) 
1 
~1 
S = sotubte COD in efftuent (g.t ) 
0 
-1 Y =net yietd g MLSS.g sotubte COD removec. 
ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE 
Each batch of waste was anatysed for totat COD, sotubte COD, Totat Kjetdaht 
Nitrogen (TKN), Totat phosphorus (P04 -P) and suspended sotids. 
The contents of each compartment and the finat efftuent were regutarty 
anatysed for COD - both totat and sotubte, white TKN and P04 -P anatyses 
were frequentty performed. 
Dissotved oxygen concentration and pH vatues were occasionatty monitored. 
Totat suspended sotids concentrations were measured during the studge 
yietd measurements. 
Periodic microscopic examinations of the studge from the discs were 
performed. These examinations enabted a ctose check to be kept on the 











-2 -1 The experimentat data retating COD mass toading rate (g COD.m .day ) 
to COD mass removat rate and percentage COD reduction are tabutated 
in Appendix I I. 
DISCUSSION ON RESULTS 
1. Effect of Hydrautic Retention Time, Rh 
Antonie (1972) retated percentage BOD and TKN removat to hydrautic 
retention time Rh, but in his investigation, the organic toading 
varied inversety with Rh, and the effect of the hydrautic retention 
time cou1d nut be assessed independentty. 
In this investigation, Rh coutd be set independentty of the organic 
toading rate. Fig. 42 shows the CCD mass toading-removat rate 
retationship, for the bean and pea wastes (batches 5 and 6 respect-
ivety) ptotted separatety fer Rh= 1;2 and 4 hours. It is evident 
from the distribution of the data that in the COD ~ass toading rate 
-2 -1 
range of 80 to 300 g COD.m .day , and hydrautic retention time 
range of 1 to 4 hours, Rh does not affect performance • 
MASS LOADING RATE ( g COD. rn-2. DAv-1) 
FIGURE 42: EFFECT OF HYDRAULIC RETENTION TIME, RM 
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2. COD Mass Loading and Removal,, Rates over One Stage. 
rig. 43 shows the COD l,,oading-removal,, rate rel,,ationsbip for the two 
'waste+ sewage' batches. The fol,,l,,owing may be noted. 
(i) 
(ii) 
For toadings in the range 100 - 300 g COD appl,,ied 
-2 -1 
.m .day the corresponding removal,, rates al,,l,, tay 
-2 -1 in the range 50 - 90 g COD.m day • 
-2 -1 
The COD mass removal,, rate (g COD.m .day ) increased 
-2 -1 
9s the mass toading rate (g COD appl,,ied.m .day 
increased but the efficiency (mass COD removed.mass-1 
COD appl,,ied) decreased (see al,,so Sections (3) and (4)). 
The anal,,yses of the effl,,uents showed that residual,, TKN (2,2 - 4,1 
and P04 -P (2,1 - 3,4 mg.t-
1 
remained, even at maximum COD removal,, 
(g COD.m~2 .day- 1 ) condi.tions. This woul,,d indicate that COD 
removal,, was not nutrient-1,,imited, despite the apparentl,,y deficient 
COD:N:P: ratios of the feeds (Tabl,,e 15). Nutrient requirements 
observed per unit COD removal,, are discussed in more detait in 
Section (5). 
Figure 44 shows the resul,,ts obtained from unsuppl,,emented beetroot, 
bean and pea wastes (batches 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7). The fotl,,owing may 
be noted 
(i) The mass toading-removal,, rate retationship is dependent 
upon the nature of the waste. 
-1 mg. i.,· 
(ii) The COD mass removal,, rate increased as the mass l,,oading rate 
was increased for each waste. 
Fig. 45 compares the resul,,ts obtained for 50 per cent beet/sewage and 
and pure beet feeds with resutts reported by Steel,,e(1974) on domestic 
sewage. From the figure, it appears that the rate of COD removal in 
a 50 per cent beet/sewage mixture is dominated by the removat rate 
on the domestic sewage fraction. This is indicated as fol,,tows. Assume 
the removal,, rate for the pure beet waste is given by tine AB. Removat 
-2 -1 of the 50/50 mixture for a toading of 16Dg CDD.m .day can theoretic-
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FIGURE 44: MASS LOADING-REMOVAL RATE RELATIONSHIP FOR· 



















for each fraction, At this toading, this gives removats of 
-2 -1 67g CDD.m .day -2 -1 for the domestic sewage and 2Dg C~D.m .day 
-2 -1 for the beet waste, totatting 87g COD. .day . This resutt is 
ptotted as a point C in the figure. Repeating for a totat toading 
-2 -1 
of 100 g CDD.m .day with the 50/50 mixture, point D is simitarty 
given, thus defining tine AE. This tine approximatety fits the 
experimentat data obtained for the 50/50 mixture. Hence it woutd 
appear that the increased removat rate for the mixture is prin-






MASS L-OADING QATE ( <2J COD. rn-'2 DAY- 1) 
.. --_,,.,e. ..... ·""'···· 
FIGURE 45 : SHOWING EFFECT OF DOMESTIC SEWAGE PORTION OF FEED 
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3~ COD Surface loading vs. Surface RemovaL over two stages 
In its normaL appLication, the Biodisc process invotves 2 - 5 'banks' 
of discs operating as series stages, It was therefore decided to 
simuLate a two-stage system in order to determine whether the 
performance characteristics of the second stage differed in any way 
from the first-stage resuLts reported in the previous section. 
The system consisted of two equi-voLume disc chambers (free Liquid 
voLume = 3L ! 5%) separated by a baffte with two fLow-through points 
-2 -1 3 and 10 ems. from the bottom. To keep the Loading rate {g CDD.m day ) 
in the two chambers within the same range, the first chamber contained 
two discs (totaL area = D,3630m2 ) white the second contained onty one 
disc (area = 0,1815m2 ). SLudge removaL was by the same fLow-through 
principte (i.e~ with interrupted disc drive) as for batches 3 tq 8, 
except that onLy the outftow from the second chamber was connected 
to a settLing chamber. MLSS concentrations in the chambers were 
periodicaLty checked to ensure that no sLudge accumuLation occurred 
in the first chamber. 
The resutts obtained in two runs on pea wastes (batches 7 and B) are 
tabuLated in Appendix II (TabLe A.2) and are ptotted in Fig. 46. The 
foLtowing may be noted from the figure : 
(i) Approximatety 50 per cent COD removat was obtained in the 
-2 -1 first stage. At Loadings of 100 - 110g COD.m. day for 
-2 -1 exampte, COD removat ranged from 40 - 65g COD.m. day • 
(ii) At the same Loading rates, COD removat rates in the second 
stage were consistentLy tower than in the first stage. 
For batch B, second-stage removats were typicatty in the 
-2 -1 range 20 - 35 g COD.m .day , even at Loading rates greater 
-2 -1 than 100g COD.m ,day • For batch 7, however, at Loadings 
-2 -1 of 50 - 90g COD.m .day removats in the first and second 
stages were respectivety 
. -2 -1 
40 - 50 and 30 - 40g COD.m .day 
Anatyses of the efftuents showed that residuat nitrogen and phosphate 
remained in the efftuents from both batches. A poss~bte exptanation 
for the poor per cent COD removats obtained in the second stages 
(particutarLy for batch 8, where the av~rage second-stage COD removal 


















in the two wastes (Batch 7 and 8) used.· 
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FIGURE 46: C 0 0 REMOVAL OVER TWO STAGES 
Tabte A2, Appendix II, shows that the second stages were operating 
-1 with inftuent COD concentrations of 300 to 500 mg.t • If the 
biodegradabte COD was significantty tower due to an unbiodegradabte 
fraction, then : 
( i) the COD mass removat rate ( g COD. m - 2• day - 1 ) woutd be tower 
at the same toading rate, and 
... (ii) the percentage biodegradabte COD reduction woutd be higher 
than when based on a totat COD basis. 
4. COD mass toading rate and Percentage COD removat 
Fig. 47 shows the COD mass toading - percentage COD removat retation-
ship for the resutts tabutated in Appendix II. The overatt corretation 





















were obtained w;i,th five different types of canning waste feed~ 
of widel,y differing characteristics (Tab1,e 13 )~ 
-2 -1 In genera"!,, however, at a "Loading rate of 100g COD.m .day 
approximate1,y 40 - 60 per cent COD reduction was obtained. As the 
-2 -1 1,oading rate increases to 300g COD.m .day , percentage COD requct-
ion decl,ines to approximate1,y 30 per cent remova1,. This decrease 
in percentage COD reduction with increased 1,oading rate is a 1,ogica1, 
consequence of the observed behaviour of the biodisc, viz. that the 
-2 -1 rate of COD remova1, (g COD.m .day ) f1,attenS. off at high 1,oading 
rates (Figs. 43, 45, and 46). 
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5. Studge production and characteristics. 
The studge production rate in terms of g settteabte MLSS.g-1 sotubte 
-1 COD removed.day was measured for the five different canning waste~. 
Fig. 48 shows that the sti~ge production rate ranged from 0,14 to 
. h 4 -1 D,32 wit a mean of 0,22 g settteabte MLSS.g sotubte COD 
-1 
removed.day • This tatter figure corresponds to the net studge 
production from an activated studge works operating with a studge age 
of 12 days (refer to Appendix III). ·This woutd indicate that ton~ 
mean studge ages existed on the discs, with consequent high endogenous 
breakdown. This resutts in a decreased studge production. 
The suspended sotids concentrations in the disc chambers' tiquid 
varied from 150 to 600 mg~t- 1 , with a mean around 400 mg.t-1 , and 
appeared dependent on the votumetric and organic toading rates to 
to the unit. 
The votatite fraction (VSS/SS) of the suspended sotids remained 
consistentty in the range 73 - 78 per cent (cf. 80 per cent -
Antonie, 1971). 
Microscopic examination of the studge on the discs generatty showed 
a predominance of fi tamentous organisms. Fung at f:i.. taments pre-
dominated and very few protozoa were observed when the pH of the 
mixed tiquor was 4,0 to 5,1 - Batches 3, 4 and 5. With batches 
6, 7 and 8 the pH was approximatety neutrat and bacteriat fitaments 
predominated with protozoa wett represented. 
Fig. 49 showe a typic;at settting curve observed in a 30 minute 
setting test conducted on 1 titre of mixed tiquor with an MLSS 
-1 concentration of 605 mg.t ~ The fottowing may be noted from the 
figure : 
(a) The initiat settting rate is good. The settting vetocity 
(b) 
-1 -1 approximates 2,4 m.hr (cf. 4,5 to 7,5 m.hr - /\nton.;i.e, 
1971 ) • 
-1 
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SVI is 298 ml,. g (Measured SVI val,ues were usual,l,y in 
-1 
range 200 - 300 ml,,g ). 
These settl,ing characteristics indicate good sotids/tiquid separation 
but poor sl,udge compaction, 
The rapid initial, settl,ing observed, despite the highty fitamentous 
nature of the studge mass, appears to be characteristic of the 
physical, operation of the Biodisc system. The microbial, fil,m on 
the discs is very dense : at much tower removal, rates (maximum 
-2 -1 
12, 7g COD,m .day ) than in this study, Pretorius (1971) has 
-2 reported a biomass concentration of 26,1 g.m on the discs. When 
stoughing of the fitm occurs, therefore, "Large dense siudge partictes 
are passed into the mixed tiquor. These heavy ftoc partictes settle 
readity even when they are highty fitamentous on a microscopic scate, 
For wastes such as cannery efftuents where fitamentous studges are 
characteristicatty produced, and butking is an atmost inherent feature 
of the activated studge process operating with studge ages of tess 
than 20 days, the biodisc thus offers distinct advantages with 
regard to studge/tiquid separation. 
6. Apparent Nutrient Requirements. 
The efftuent from both units contained residual, TKN and PD4-P con-
centrations throughout the investigation, The concentrations ranged 
-1 -1 from 2 to 6 mg.t TKN and 2 to 3 mg.t PD4-P. 
-1 
Fig, 50 shows the retationship between COD removal, (mg.t ) and 
-1 
nutrient uptake (mg.t ) for the first five batches of waste. From 
the figure a mean COD:N:P ratio of 100:2,1:0,6 is indicated. 
This ratio corresponds to the theoretical, ratio in an activated 
studge process operating with a studge age of 12 days - COD:N:P -
100:2,1:0,35 (refer page 13, Fig. 9 and Appendix III). 
It woutd appear that nitrogen and phosphorus W3re not "Limiting 
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FIGURE 50: NUTRIENT REMOVAL RELATIONSHIP 
7. Summary of Resul,ts. 
(n) The rate of COD removat in the Biodisc unit was a function of the 
type and compostion of the canning waste feeds. General, 1.y, the mass 
COD removal, per unit surface area of disc increased as the mass 
surface 1,oading rate increased. Typical, figures were : 
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Loading rate (g soiubie 
Removai rate (g soiubie 
-2 -1 
COD.m .day ) 





(b) The efficiency of COD removai decreased with increasing ioading rate. 
(c) 
Typicai figures were : 
-2 -1 Loading rate (g soiubie COD.m. day ) 100 200 300 
~ COD removai 35-60 25-50 20-35 
-2 -1 
COD removai rate (g COD.m .day ) was found to be unaffected by the 
hydrauiic retention time of the waste in the disc compartments over 
the range RH = 1 - 4 hours. 
(d) ln two-stage series operation, COD removai in the second stage was 
generaiiy much iower than in the first stage, ranging from 2Q-40g COD 
-2 -1 -2 -1 
removed.m .day at a io~ding rate of 100g COD.m .day 
(e) Initiai settiing of the siudge was rapid but compaction after 30 
-1 
minutes settiing was poor. SVI's in the range 200 - 300 mt.g were 
generaiiy observed. 
(f) Microscopic examination of the siudge on the disc indicated highty 
fiiamentous growths, with fungi predominating at iow pH and bacteria 
predominating at neutrai pH. 
(g) 
-1 A mean siudge yietd of 0,224g MLSS.g COD removed was observed, with 
VSS/~S ratios in the range 73 - 78 per cent. Nutrient removat 
per unit COD removai indicated a mean COD : TKN : P04-P ratio of 
100 : 2,1 : 0,6. The studge yieid vatue corresponds to that pre-
dicated for an activated studge process with a studge age of approx-
imatety 12 days. For this sLudge age, the predicted nutrient require-
ments are COD : N : P of 100 :2,10 : 0,35. Comparing the theoreticai 
and experimentatty observed yietds and nutrient requirements, it is 
conciuded that the wastes were not nutrient deficient. 
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CONCLUSIONS FROM THE DISC SYSTEM AS A FORM OF 
ROUGHING TREATMENT 
The investigation into the appiication of the rotating disc system as a 
form of 'roughing' treatment gave rise ta the faitowing canciusions: 
{i) -2 -1 A disc iaading of 300 g COD.m .day appears to be the 
maximum stage iaading at which the performance of the 
of the disc system is stiii competitive with the con-
ventionai Piastic Medica fiitration, i.e. 30 to 40 
per cent COD removai. 
(ii) The instaiiation of further stages to increase the overati 
(iii) 
COD removai does not appear to be economicatty justifiab1e. 
The performance of the disc system does not appear to be 
nutrient Limited. 
Aithough the disc system offers much promise as a form of 'roughing' 
treatment, the area of discs - ioaded at 300 g COD.m-
2
.day-! required at 
3 -1 -1 
Paart for a ftow of B ODO m .day (COD = 4 ODO mg. 1 ) woutd be approxi-
mateiy 11 ha (or B DOD discs of 3 m diameter). 
The cost of this iarge area and number of discs, together with the cost of 
shafts, bearings, motors, etectrics and civi1 construction wou1d render this 
an uneconomicat atternative. 
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CHAPTER 7 
SECONDARY BIOLOGICAL FILTRATION AS A FORM OF 
SECONDARY TREATMENT 
INTRODUCTION 
The combined settted sewage f1ow at the Paart sewage works is divided into 
two streams, in the portion 1/5 to 4/5 (of the tota1 f1ow). The 1/5 ftow 
is treated by fine media biotogicat fitters with a media nominat size of 
44mm. The 4/5 ftow is treated by coarse media fitters with media nomina1 
size of 75mm. There are four 24 m diameter x 1,B m deep fine media fitters 
and four 30 m diameter x 3 deep coarse media fitters. The f1ow conditions 
for 1973 have been shown in Fig. 1. 
The COD mass toading-remova1 rate relationship for the fine and coarse 
media fitters during the 1973 canning season, are shown in Fig. 51. The 
ptot shows that the fine media fitter was significantly more efficient than 
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The greater removai efficiency of the fine media fiiter may be attributed 
to : 
( i) Difference in fiiter depth - 1,B mas opposed to 3 m and/or 
(ii) 3 -3 -1 Difference in hydrauiic ioad (m .m media voiume.day ) 
and/or 
(iii) Difference in specific surface area of the fiiter media -
2 -3 2 -3 
136 m .m for the fine media and BO m .m for the coarse 
(assuming 50 per cent voids). 
The greater COD removai capabiiities of the fine media fiiters prompted 
the conversion of one of the 24 m diameter x 1,B m deep fiiters into a 
secondary fiiter for the 1975 canning season. This was achieved by 
pumping humus tank settied primary coarse fiiter effiuent to the seiected 
fiiter. No provision for recircuiation of secondary fiiter effiuent was 
made, 
The performance of the fiiter was cioseiy monitored throughout the 1975 
season with the aim of ascertaining the optimum performance characteristics 
of the fiiter, and thereby the feasibiiity of empioying biotogicai fittra-
tion as the form of secondary treatment. 
No iiterature couid be found on the apptication of two stage biotogicat 
fittration for the treatment of a mixture of cannery and domestic wastes. 
It was decided to appty as wide a range of COD toadings on the fitter as 
possibte to obtain the optimum figure for design. 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
The sampiing programme invotved coiiecting hourty atiquots of fitter inftuent 
(taken from the distributior arm) and efftuent over 24 hr one day each week 
of the canning season. Composite samptes were prepared by taking equaL 
votumes of each atiquot as the ftow to the fitter was constant over the day. 
The fiow rate to the fitter was catcuiated from pressure gauge readings taken 
from a gauge on the pump discharge. Regutar corretations between pressure 
gauge readings and ftow rates were performed. The steady daity ftow rate was 
3 -1 
varied in the range 1 309 to 3 469 m .day , the tatter figure representing 
the hydrautic iimit of the fitter as ftooding of the outtet ports occurred 
at higher hydrautic toads, 
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ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE 
The fitter inftuent composite samptes were anatysed for pH, COD, BOD, TKN 
and P0
4
-P, whereas the efftuent samptes were anatysed for onty pH, COD and 
BOD. The anatyses on the efftuent composite samptes were performed after 
1,5 hr setttement in an Imhoff Cone. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
Tabte 16 shows the performance of the secondary fitter throughout the 
1975 canning season. 
Tabte 17 together with Figs. 52 and 53 show the COD and BOD mass toading-
removat rate retationships obtained over the secondary fitter for the 1975 
season. The mass toading-removat rate retationship obtained over the coarse 
media primary fitters during the same period has been inctuded in the ptots 
of Figs. 52 and 53. For comparison purposes, the mass toading-removat rate 
retationship obtained over the fine media acting as a primary fitter during 
1973 has been inctuded in Fig. 52. It is ctear that, for the fine media, 
the mass toading-removat retationship was not very different. 
Fig. 54 shows the variation in the percentage COD removat as the COD mass 
3 -1 
toading rate on the secondary fitter was increased from 1 to 4 kg COD.m .day 
DISCUSSION ON RESULTS 
(i) Mass toading-removat rate retationship 
Figs. 52 and 53 show that as the mass toading rates on the 
secondary fitter were increased there was no apparent dectine 
in the mass removat rates - as was the case with the primary 
fitters. 
The maximum COD toading possibte during the season was 4 kg 
-3 -1 COD.m .day .Attempts were made in ApriL and May to increase 
-3 -1 
the COD mass toading rate to above 5 kg COD.m .day , but the 
strength of the inftuent and the fitter's hydrautic timit of 
3 -1 3 469 m .day rendered this impcssibte. 
The maximum COD and BOD concentrations recorded in the fitter 
inftuent 1 449 and 879 
-1 respective ty. With the were mg.t 
fitter's hydrau-~ic timit 3 469 
3 -1 the maximum at tow-of m .day 

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 17 : MASS LOADING AND REMOVAL 
RATE RELATIONSHIPS FOR SECONDARY 
FILTER 
Date COD aopl,ied COD removed BOD appl,,ied BOD removed 
k/m3/day kg/m3/day %· kg/m3 /day kg/m3/day % 
28/1 0,99 ....... 0, 79 80,3 - - -
4/2 1,87 1, 34 71, 5 - - -
11/2 2,25 1, 73 76,9 1,09 0, 8 7 79,9 
18/2 1, 98 1,68 84, 6 0' 78 0,61 78,3 
4/2 2,59 1 , 66 63,9 - - -
11/3 3,62 2,32 64, 1 2,35 1, 64 69,7 
18/3 3' 19 2,02 63,4 1 '70 1 , 11 65,3 
25/3 2,44 1,80 73' 7 1,55 1, 25 80,8 
2/4 2,63 1 , 73 65' 7 1,65 1 ,24 75,0 
8/4 3,95 2,28 5 7' 8 2,35 1,60 6 7, 9 
15/4 3' 74 2,26 60,5 2,31 1'5 7 6 7' 8 
22/4 3,85 2 ,46 64,0 2,62 1 '79 68,2 
29/4 3 '94 2,52 64 ,o 2,81 2,05 73' 0 
13/5 1,82 1, 23 6 7' 7 1 '18 -0' 94 79' 7 
20/5 1 '31 0,54 41 ,4 0,80 0 ,4 9 61,7 
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FIGURE 54: COD MASS LOADING vs PERCENT COD REMOVAL 
-3 -1 -3 -1 
5,3 kg COD.m .day and 3,2 kg BOD.m .day • As Figs. 
52 and 53 show no dectine in the mass removat rates over 
the secondary fitter, extrapotation of the trend tines show 
that the corresponding maximum mass removat rates woutd be 
-3 -1 
3,2 kg COD and 2,3 kg BOD.m .day 
It is of interest to note that when the 30 m diameter coarse 
media primary fitters were Loaded at 5,3 kg COD and 3,2 kg 
-3 -1 BOD.m .day the corresponding mass removat rates were 1,4 kg COD 
-3 -1 
and 1,2 kg BOD.m .day • 
The greater removat efficiency of the fine media secondary 
fitter cannot be attributed to a ciifference in the quatity 
of the respective fitters' inftuents, as the fine media 
fitters, when operating as primary fitters, gave approximatety 
the same removat retationship (refer to Fig;52). 
3 -3 
Tabte 18 shows the hydrautic Loading, in terms of m .m media 
-1 3 -2 -1 
votume,day ~.od m .m fitter area.day , for the coarse and 
fine media fitters. 
TABLE 18 HYDRAULIC LOADINGS OF FILTERS. 
COARSE, PRIMARY FINE SECONDARY 
Media Votume (m3) 2002 956 
Fitter Area 2 ( m ) 707 452 
Ftow 
3 -1 (m .day ) 3262 to 6282 1309 to 4369 
3 -3 -1 
1,6 3' 1 1 ,4 to 3,6 m • m • day to 
3 -2 -1 
m • m • day 4,6 to 8,9 2,9 to 7,7 
..__. 
The data in the Tabte shows that the hydrautic Loading of 
both fitters was of the same order hence the Large difference 
in the mass removat efficiency can onty be exptained by one -
or both - of the fottowing : 
(a} Fitter depth - 3 mas opposed to 1,8 m. The greater 
depth of the coarse media 30 m diameter fitter coutd 
70 
resutt in inadequate ventitiation of the entire fitter 
media votume, there by impairing the fitters 1 perform-
ance. 
(b) Specific surface area of the fitter media. Bruce (1970) 
reports that the removat efficiency of a high rate bio-
togicat fitter is directty proportioned to the specific 
surface area of the fitter media. It woutd therefore be 
expected that the removat efficiency of the fine media 
2 -3 fitters (specific surface area = 136 m .m ) woutd be 
greater than that of the coarse media fitters (specific 
2 -3 
surface area= 80 m .m ). 
The ratio of the avaitabte surface area for the 1,8 m deep fine 




80 x 3 
i.e. Approximatety 1 
The equatity in the avaitabte media surface area wautd therefore 
indicate that the fitter depth was responsibte for the poor COD 
removat performance of the coarse media fitters in that ventit-
ation was perhaps impaired. 
(ii) COD mass toading rate - Percentage COD remavat retationship 
over the secondary fitter. 
Fig. 54 shows that as the COD mass toading rate was increased from 
-3 -1 1 to 4 kg COD.m .day , the percentage COD removat decreased from 
82 to 60 per cent. 
These vatues indicate that in order to obtain greater than an 
85 per cent COD removat, mass toading rates of tess than 
-3 -1 1 kg COD.m .day woutd have to be apptied to the secondary 
fitters. 
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CONCLUSIONS FROM SECONDARY BIOLOGICAL FILTRATION 
The plant scale investigation into the application of secondary biotogicat 
filtration as the form of secondary treatment gave rise to the fottowing 
conctusions : 
(i) If the secondary treatment must effect an 85 per cent COD 
-1 -1 removat, from 1 450 m.t to 200 mg.t , then the secondary 
-3 -1 
fitters shoutd be loaded at tess than 1 kg COD.m .day 
during the canning season. 
At this toading rate the fitter votume required to enable 
-1 a flow of 23 Mt.day to undergo secondary treatment -
3 
prior to discharge to maturation ponds - woutd be 34 ODO m 
3 
(votume of four existing fine media fitters, 3 834 m ). 
Employment of biological fittration, with this tow toading, 
as a form of secondary treatment would not appear to be 
feasible as the fitter volume required is unreatistic. 
(ii) The maximum COD mass toading that may be apptied to the fine 
-3 -1 media fitters is 5,3 kg COD.m .day , with the resulting 
-3 -1 
COD mass removal being 3,2 kg COD.m .day This high mass 
removat efficiency of 60 per cent indicates that fine media 
secondary biotogicat fittration could be employed as a 
'secondary roughing' stage. 
72 
CHAPTER 8 
CONCLUSIONS OF INVESTIGATION 
With regard to the secondary treatment of the high rate fitter eff1,uent, 
and the roughing treatment of the neat industrial, waste at the Paart 
sewage works, the fottowing conctusions are formed : 
SECONDARY TREATMENT 
(i) Nature of Eff1,uent 
The COD of the eff1,uent from the high rate fi 1,ters at Paa.rt 
-1 during the 1974 season ranged from 1 200 to 1 400 mg.1, . 
The COD:N:P ratio varied from 100:1,4:0,48 to 100:3,8:0, 75 
indicating that there was at times an apparent nutrient 
deficiency. 
(ii) Biodegradabitity of the Eff1,uent 
The efftuent was approximatety 88 per cent biodegradab1,e, 
with the unbiodegradab1,e COD fraction varying from 145 to 
-1 
17 5 mg. t 
(iii) Activated Studge Process 
Atshort s1,udge ages the eff1,uent is net treatab1,e by the 
activated studge process due to 'butking'. However, if 
the studge age is greater than 20 days the settting charac-
teristics are satisfactory and the activcited studge process 
can be emptoyed. 
When operating with a studge age of 20 days the activated 
studge process witt produce an eff1,uent COD of approximately 
-1 180 mg.1 - an 87 per cent reduction. 
If it is intended to emp1oy the activated sLudge process, the 
fottowing kinetic constants shou1,d be used: 






b 0,24 day -1 = 
Note : Both K and b are temperature dependent - the vaTues 
0 
shown are for 20 C. For temperature corrections refer to 
73 
Marais (1973). 
As nitrification is not required in the form of secondary treat-
ment, employment of long sludge ages solely to obtain efficient 
liquid-solid separation in the secondary settling tank would not 
appear to be economically feasible. 
(iv) Rotating Biological Disc Process. 
A three stage rotating biological disc system could be employed 
as the form of secondary treatment. The first stage woutd consist 
of 8 ODO x 3 m diameter discs (total area = 11 ha) toaded at a 
-2 -1 maximum rate of 300 g CDD.m .day , with the COD removal being 
70 per cent. The additionat two stages of discs (8 ODO discs 
in each stage) would be required to increase the overatt COD 
-1 
removal to 85 per cent - i.e. an effluent COD of 180 to 210 mg.t • 
(v) Secondary Biological Filtration 
Fine media secondary biologicat filtration (media nominat size 
44 mm) wilt effect an 85 per cent COD removal on the effluent 
from the high rate fitters - i.e. 
-1 
remaining COD 180 to 210 mg.l 
However the fitters would have to be loaded at less than 
-3 -1 
1 kg CDD.m .day and the media volume required at this loading 
3 
(34 DOD m ) would appear to be unrealistically high. 
The high mass removal efficiency (60 per cent) of the fine media 
-3 -1 
fitters, when loaded at a maximum rate of 5,3 kg COD.m day , 
indicates that the filters could be emptoyed as a 'secondary 
roughing' stage. 
ROUGHING TREATMENT OF INDUSTRIAL WASTE 
(vi) Rotating Biotogicat Disc Process 
A one stage rotating biological disc system could be emptoyed as 
a form of 'roughing' treatment on the neat industriat waste. 
-2 -1 
The system woutd, with a disc toading of 300 g COD.m .day 
effect a 30 to 4Q per cent COD removal. Approximatety 7 500 
3 -1 
x 3 m diameter discs woutd be required for a ftow of B 000 m .day 
-1 
(COD= 4 ODO mg.t ) 
-2 -1 
The disc loading of 300 g COD.m .day represents the maximum 
74 
at which the performance of the disc system is stitt competitive 
with that of the conventionat ptastic media fittration. 
The costs of the discs, together with att the appertaining 




POSSIBLE FORM OF SECONDARY TREATMENT. 
Initiatty it was considered that one of the three systems investigated, 
i.e. activated studge, rotating biotogicat disc or secondary biotogicat 
fittration, woutd serve adequatety to reduce the COD toad to the maturation 
ponds. The investigation showed that it woutd not be feasibte to emptoy 
any of these systems. 
Secondary biotogicat fittration, however, has possibitities as a form of 
'secondary roughing' treatment if used in conjunction with an aerated 
' 
tagoon as"the form of finat treatment before discharge to the maturation 
ponds. 
The system of further roughing treatment is attractive as a further toad 
reduction woutd be reatised with existing ptant. The aerated tagoon offers 
a 'running cost' intensive scheme which is ideat for the situation in which 
the pottution toad is highty seasonat - as at Paart. 
\\ -3 -1 
The four existing fine media fitters when Loaded at 5,3 kg COD.m .day 
3 -1 
woutd effect a 60 per cent COD reduction on a maximum ftow of 13 800 m .day • 
An additionat three fine media fitters woutd enabte the totat expected ftow 
" 3 -1 of 23 ODO m ,day to undergo 'secondary roughing' treatment before discharge 
to the aerated tagoon, 
Tabte 19 shows the reduction in COD toad to the aerated Lagoon (i) if 
3 -1 3 -1 13 800 m .day , of a totat of 23 ODO m ,day , underwent 'secondary 
roughing' treatment on the four existing fine media fitters, and (ii) if 
three additionat fine media fitters were constructed to accommodate the 
3 -1 
totat 23 ODO m .day • 
TABLE 19 COD LOAD TD AERATED LAGOON. 
( i) 
(ii) 
23 0 0 3 -1 . F. 0 m. day or Primary itter 
efftuent (COD = 1 450 mg.t-1) to 
aerated tagoon. 
3 -1 13 800 m,day through 'secondary 
roughing' stage, then futt 23 000 
3 -1 m .day to aerated Lagoon 
3 -1 23 ODO m .day through 'secondary 
roughing' stage, then to aerated 
ta goon 
-1 
kg COD. day • 
33 350 
21 344 







The Tabte shows that the COD toad to the aerated tagoon woutd be reduced 
by 36 per cent if the four existing fine media fitters were operated as 
a further roughing stage, and by 60 per cent if three additionat fine 
3 -1 media fitters were constructed to accommodate the futt 23 DOD m .day • 
No extensions to the 'primary roughing' stage are required for the 23 ODO 
3 -1 
m .day ftow~ 
A detaited economic anatysis woutd indicate whether the savings in aeration. 
costs in the tagoon woutd justi~ constructing three additionat fine media 
fitters. 
The detaits of the proposed aerated tagoon did not form part of this Thesis, 
but it has been proposed that the tagoon shoutd be of a facutative nature. 
It is suggested that pitot ptant studies be undertaken during the 1976 canning 
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METHODS OF ANALYSIS 
1. Standard Methods, 13th Edition, 1971, pubtished by the American 
Pubtic Heatth Association, Washington D.C. was consuited for the 
fo11owing tests :-
(a) Chemicai Oxygen Demand page 501 
(b) Totai Kjetdaht Nitrogen page 402 
( c) Free and Satine Ammonia page 186 
(d) Totai and Votatite sotids page 538 
( e) Studge Votume Index page 561 
2. Nitrite and Nitrate Nitrogen were anatysed by an autoanatyser 
(Technicon) according to the Technicon Auto-Anatyser Methodotogy. 
3. Dissotved Oxygen was measured using a 1 Ye11ow Springs' oxygen 
meter, modet 54, and probe. 
4. Oxygen Absorbed was measured by the method set out in the Govern-
ment Gazette Extraordinary, Vot. 4, June 22nd, (1962)~ 
5. .Eli was measured using a 'Radiometer' pH29 meter. 
6. Totai Phosphorus was anatysed by a spectrophotometric method 
devetoped in the Water Research Laboratory, CiviL Engineering 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































APPENDIX I II 
ESTIMATION OF SLUDGE AGE FOR BIODISC. 
In an activated studge process operating at 12 days studge age, 1,0g COD 
removal, resul,,ts in the accumul,,ation of 2,1g VSS. (Marais, 1975). 51..udge 
yiel.d is therefore 2,1/12 = 0,175g VSS.g COD removed-1• For approximatel.y 
75 per cent vo1..ati1.,e s1.,udges 
yiel.d is 0,175/0, 75 = 0,233g 
as obtained in this study, 
-1 MLSS.g COD removed • This 
-1 the observed mean s1.,udge yiel,,d of 0,224g MLSS.g COD • 
the equiva1.,ent s1.,udge 
agrees we1.,1., with 
Based on typical. s1.,udge composition figures of (i) 12 per cent NH 3 - N by 
mass and (ii) 2 per cent P04 - P by mass, nutrient requirements per g of 
COD removal. in the activated s1.,udge process at 12 days s1.,udge age may be 
ca1.,cu1.,ated as fol.Lows : 
Mass of NH
3 N = 12 per cent of 0,175 g VSS = 0,0210 g NH 3 - N 
Mass of P04 - P = 2 per cent of 0,175 g VSS = 0,0035 g P04 - P 
Theoretical. nutrient requirements are thus in the ratio COD : N : P = 
1 : 0,021 : 0,0035, i.e. 100 2,10 : 0,35. Observed nutrient uptake in 
the Biodisc system was COD : N : P = 100 : 2,1 : 0,6. 
Comparing the observed sl.udge yietd and nutrient requirements of the 
Biodisc with the theoretical. val.ues predicted for the activated studge 
process, it woul.d appear that the equivaient mean sl.udge ~ge in the 
Biodisc unit was approximatety 12 days. This figure represents an 
average over the system since (i) ce1.,1., wash-off is greater from the 
outside tayers of the fitm and (ii) the sl.udge age of the sol.ids 
suspended in the mixed Liquor is equat to the hydrautic residence time 
in the disc chamber whil.e the studge age of the fitm on the discs is 
ctearl.y much Longer. 
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